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PREFACE 
To study the geometry of a manifold, it is lot more convenient to first 
embed it into a known manifold and then study its geometry vis-a-vis the 
ambient manifold. This approach gave impetus to the study of submanifolds 
which later developed into an independent and fascinating topic of study. 
The theory of submanifolds of an almost Hermitian manifold is one of the in-
teresting topic in differential geometry for the behavior of the tangent bundle 
of the submanifold with respect to the action of the almost complex structure 
J of the ambient manifold. The action of J gives rise to the two well known 
classes of submanifolds namely the complex (or holomorphic) submanifold 
and the totally real submanifolds. The complex submanifolds are character-
ized by the condition J{TxM) C TjrM and the totally real submanifolds by 
the condition JT^M C T^M, for all x £ M i.e., a totally real submanifolds 
of an almost Hermitian manifolds are the submanifolds such that the almost 
complex structure J of the ambient space carries each tangent vector of M 
into the corresponding normal space of M. A. Bejancu ([1] and [2]) in 1978 
introduced tfie notion of CR-submanifold of a Kaehler manifold which gen-
eralized the above two classes of submanifolds. He infact, provided a single 
setting to study the above classes of submanifolds. A significant contribution 
in the study of CR-submanifold has been made by B.Y. Chen ([19], [20], [21] 
etc.). 
It is easy to observe that a submanifold M of an almost Hermitian man-
ifold is a holomorphic submanifold if and only if for every nonzero vector 
A' tangent to M at any point x G AL the angle between JX and the tan-
gent space TrAI is eciual to zero. On the other hand, M is a totally real 
submanifold if and only if for every nonzero vector X tangent to .1/ at any 
I)oint X G A'/, the angle between JX and T,-M is TT/2. From the ./—action 
point of view, slant-submanifolds are the most natural submanifolds of an 
almost Hermitian manifold. According to B.Y. Chen, who introduced slant-
submanifolds in his paper "Slant Immersions'' ([22]), an immersed submani-
fold M of an almost Hermitian manifold {M. J,g) is slant if and only if the 
Wirtinger angle 9{X) G [0,7r/2] between JX and T^M has the same value 
9 for any .7; G M and X G T:,.M, X ^ 0. The notion of slant-submanifold 
in the sense of Chen is an evident generalization of holomorphic and totally 
real submanifokls. 
As far as contact geometry is concerned, several results can be found 
in literature on the so calletl invariant and anti-invariant submanifcjlds of a 
Sasakian manifold (c.F.. [48|). The anti-iuvanant submanifolds of a Sasakian 
manifold turn out to be slant submanifolds with slant angle equal to 7r/2. A. 
Lotta [7], further showed that slant submanifolds of a Sasakian manifold with 
slant angle equal to zero aie the invariant submanifolds. J.L. Cabrerizo et al. 
[39] worked out a characterization for the existence of a slant submanifoid in 
an almost contact metric manifold. 
Recently, N. Papaghiuc [66] introduced a class of submanifolds in an 
almost Hermitian manifold, called the semi-slant submanifolds. This class 
includes the class of proper CR-submanifolds and slant submanifolds. J.L. 
Cabrerizo et al. [38] initiated the study of contact version of semi-slant sub-
manifolds. Naturally, both semi-invariant and contact slant submanifolds aro 
particular cases of the introduced notion [38]. He obtained examples of semi-
slant submanifolds in Sasakian manifolds and as a step forward introduced 
bi-slant submanifolds which include semi-slant submanifoid as a particular 
case. 
Our aim in the present thesis is to extend the study of these classes of 
slant submanifolds to the special setting of trans-Sasakian, Kenmotsu and 
nearly trans-Sasakian manifolds. We have also made an effort to fill some 
gaps in the study of semi-slant submanifolds of Sasakian as w e^ll as in nearl>-
Kaehler manifolds. 
The thesis comprises five chapters and each chapter is divided inro var-
ious sections. The mathematical relations obtained in the text have been 
labeled with double decimal numbering. The first figure denotes the chapter 
number, second represents the section and the third points out the number 
of definition, equation, proposition or the theorem as the case may he e.g. 
Theorem 3.2.5 refers to the fifth theorem of section 2 in chapter III. 
The first chapter is introductory and serves the purpose of developing 
the basic concepts keeping in view the pre-requisites of the subsequent chap-
ters and also to make the thesis self-contained. 
There are two known classes of almost contact metric manifolds nauK l^x-
Sasakian manifolds and Kenmotsu manifolds. These manifolds are quit(^ dif-
ferent from each other and it has always been interesting to explore tliat how-
far a submanifoid of a Sasakian manifold differ or resembles with that of a 
Kenmotsu manifold. The setting of trans-Sasakian manifokls in a way unifiers 
the two classes of manifolds. By studying submanifolds of a, trans-Sasakian 
manifold, one clearly finds out the deviations in th(> geometric beiiavior of a 
submanifoid in Sasakian and Kenmotsu manifokls. VVitli this motivation, wv 
have studied slant and semi-slant submanifolds of a trans-Sasakian manifold 
in chapter II. In section 2.2, we have obtained some criteria for the existence 
of a slant submanifold in a trans-Sasakian manifold. With regards to semi-
slant submanifolds, in section 2.3, we have worked out integrability conditions 
of the distributions on these submanifolds and consequently obtained results 
related to the geometric aspects of the leaves of these distributions. The con-
tents of article 2.2 are accepted for publication SUT Journal of Mathematics 
and that of section 2.3 are accepted for publication in Sarajevo Journal of 
Mathematics. 
Pseudo-slant submanifold is a special case of bi-slant submanifold. It 
is infact one of the very interesting case of bi-slant submanifolds. we stud-
ied these submanifolds in chapter III. In the section 3.2, we first describe 
a general method of constructing a pseudo-slant submanifold in an almost 
contact metric manifold and then workout integi-ability conditions for the 
distributions involved in this setting. Moreover, a formula for the covariant 
derivative of the endomorphism T is established which ensxues the existence 
of a pseudo-slant submanifold of a Sasakian manifold. In the last section of 
chapter III, we have obtained a classification for the totally umbilical semi-
invariant submanifolds of a nearly trans-Sasakian manifold. The contents of 
the section 3.2 are accepted for publication in Indian Journal of Pure and 
Applied Mathematics, whereas the contents of section 3.3 are under consid-
eration in Math. J. Toyama Univ. 
In chapter IV, we introduce S and T—manifolds and have investigated 
semi-invariant submanifolds of a S-space form and semi-slant submanifolds 
of a T-manifold. Slant submanifolds of an S-manifold were introduced by A. 
Carriazo et al.[13]. We have obtained various conditions for the existence of a 
semi-invariant submanifold in S-space form involving the cur\'ature tt^isor of 
the ambient space form. In section 4.3, we have studied slant and semi-slant 
submanifolds of a T-manifold, which is infact a special case of an S-manifold. 
In this case, we have obtained the conditions for the integrability of tlK> dis-
tributions and their parallelism. In particular we have proved that if tlu^ two 
canonical distributions on a semi-slant submanifold of a T-manifold dvv inte-
grable then the submanifold is locally the Riemanniau product of the U>av(>s 
of distributions D, DQ and (^). The contents of the chapter are under con-
sideration for publication in Serdica Journal ofMathematic s and Diunons. 
Mathematika. 
Slant submanifolds of a Kaehler manifold have been studied exieiisiv(>l\-
in ([22], [70], [12], [24] [25], [26] etc.), whereas slant sulnnanifolds of a in-arlv 
Kaehler manifold are yet to be explored to that extent. Therefore de\iating 
from the almost contact setting, in the last chapter, we have studied semi-
slant submanifolds of almost Hermitian and nearly Kaehler manifolds. Slant 
submanifolds of almost Hermitian manifolds were initiated by N. Papaghiuc'. 
We have obtained in section 5.2 some basic results regarding the integrabil-
ity and parallelism of the distributions on the submanifold. Some interesting 
consequences of these results in the setting of nearly Kaehler manifolds are 
discussed in section 5.3, whereas in section 5.4, we have obtained some geo-
metrically interesting results for the totally umbilical semi-slant submanifolds 
of a nearly Kaehler manifold. The contents of the chapter are in process of 
publication in Portugaliae Mathematica. 
In the end of thesis, references have been given which by no means is 
comprehensive but mentions only the papers and books referred to in the 
main body of the thesis. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this chapter is to introduce basic concepts, prehminary 
notions and some fundamental results which we require for the development 
of the subject in the present Thesis. Thus we have given a brief resume of 
some of the results in geometry of almost Hermitian, almost contact metric 
manifolds, their allied structures and the geometry of submanifolds of these 
manifolds. Much though all these results are readily available in review 
articles, research articles (c.f.,[l], [21], [7], [22]) and some in standard books 
e.g., Nomizu and Kobayashi [73], B.Y.Chen [16], D. E. Blair [30] and K. Yano 
[50] etc., nevertheless, we have collected them here to fix up our terminology 
and for ready references. 
1.1. Structures on C°°-manifold 
To study the geometry of a differentiable manifold, we initially need to 
have a Riemannian metric on it i.e., a positive definite inner product on the 
tangent bundle of the manifold. To be more precise, by a Riemannian metric 
g on a. manifold M, we mean a map : p -^ Qp where g^ is a positive definite 
inner product on TpM. We require this map to be smooth in the sense that 
the function 
is smooth for all i,j for any chart {U,x). This smoothness condition is same 
as requiring that for all vector fields X, Y on M, the map 
p-¥ gp[Xp,Yp), 
is smooth. On a paracompact manifold, there exist a smooth Riemannian 
metric. A smooth manifold with a Riemannian metric is said to be a Rie-
marmian manifold. Further refined information can be had by knowing ad-
ditional structures on the manifold, for example almost complex, almost 
Kaehler, nearly Kaehler, almost contact metric, Sasakian, Kenmotsu and 
trans-Sasakian structers etc., (c.f., [73], [30], [40], [45], [50]). In this section 
we briefly discuss some of these structures. 
In what follows, we shall take a difFerentiable manifold that is connected 
and paracompact, so that it can always be endowed with a Riemannian met-
ric g and a Riemannian connection V. 
An almost complex structure on a real differentiable manifold M is a 
tensor field J which is at every point p E M, an endomorphism of the tangent 
space TxM such that J^ = - / where / denotes the identity transformation 
on TxM- A manifold with a fixed almost complex structure is called an 
almost complex manifold. On an almost complex manifold, there always 
exist a Riemannian metric g consistent with the almost complex structure J 
i.e, satisfying 
g{JX,JY) = giX,Y), 
for all X,Y e TM, by virtue of which g is called a Hermitian metric. An al-
most complex manifold (resp. a complex manifold) with a Hermitian metric 
is called an almost Hermitian manifold (resp.a Hermitian manifold). 
The fundamental 2-form $ of an almost Hermitian manifold M with an 
almost complex structure J and metric g is defined by 
$ ( X , F ) = g ( X , j y ) . (1.1.1) 
Since g is invariant by J, so is $ i.e., 
^JXJY) = ^X,Y), (1.1.2) 
for all vector fields X and Y. 
The almost complex structure J is not, in general parallel with rosp<K:t 
to the Riemannian connection defined by the Hermitian metric g. Indeed we 
have the following formula; 
4.g{{VxJ)Y,Z) = U^X,JY,JZ)-M^X,Y,Z) + g{S{YZ),JX), (1.1.3) 
for any vector fields X, Y, Z on M. Where S denotes the Nijenhuis tensor (or 
torsion tensor) of J. In general the torsion tensor of two tensor fields -1 and 
5 on a manifold M is a (1, 2)-tensor defined by, 
S{X, Y) = [AX, BY] + [BX, AY] + AB[X, Y] + BA[X, Y\ 
-A[X, BY]-A[BX. Y]-B[X, AY] - B[AX, Y]. ( L 1.4) 
In particular the torsion tensor of a 1-1 tensor field A is given by 
S{X, Y) = 2{[AX, AY] + A^[X, Y] - A\X, AY\ - A[AX, F]}, (1.1.5) 
for all vector fields X, Y on M. 
It is easy to verify that the Nijenhuis tensor of J satisfies 
S{JX, Y) = 5(X, JY) = -.JS{X, Y). (1.1.6) 
It is well known that vanishing of the tensor S{X,Y) is the necessary 
and sufficient condition for an almost complex manifold to be a complex 
manifold [73]. 
If we extend the Riemannian connection V to be a derivative on the 
tensor algebra of M, then we have the following formula. 
{VxJ)y = yxJY-JVxY. (1.1.7) 
Now, we define Kaehler manifolds as follows. 
Definition 1.1.1. A Hermitian metric on an almost complex manifold 
is called a Kaehler metric if the fundamental 2-form $ is closed. A complex 
manifold equipped with a Kaehler metric is said to be a Kaehler manifold. 
Thus by formula (1.1.3), an almost complex manifold M is Kaehler if and 
only if 
( V x J ) r = 0, (1.1.8) 
for all X, Y in TM. In this case the connection V on M is said to be the 
Kaehlerian connection. 
Definition 1.1.2. A Kaehler manifold M is called a complex-space-form 
if it is of constant holomorphic sectional curvature. We denote by M'^{c) (or 
simply AUc)) a m-dimensional complex-space-form of constant holomorphic 
sectional cin\-aTure c. Then the curvature tensor R of M{c) is given by 
h^X. Y)Z = -^{g{Y, Z)X - g{X, Z)Y + g{,JY. Z).JX 
-g{JX, Z)JY + 2g{X, JY)JZ}. (1.1.9) 
tor any vpctDi fields A". Y. Z on M. 
There is another geometrically interesting and a more general class of 
almost Hermitian manifolds known as nearly Kaehler manifold which are de-
fined as 
Definition 1.1.3. A Hermitian manifold M is said to be a nearly 
Kaehler manifold if 
{VXJ)Y + {VYJ)X = 0, (1.1.10) 
for all X, Y in TM. 
A six dimensional unit sphere S^ has an almost complex structure J 
defined by the vector cross product in the space of purely imaginary Cay-
ley numbers. This almost complex structure is not integrable and satisfies 
{^xJ)X = 0, for any vector field X on 5^, where V is the Riemannian con-
nection on S^. Hence S^ is a nearly Kaehler manifold which is not Kaehler 
[10]. 
A structure on an n-dimensional manifold M given by a non null tensor 
field / satisfying 
f + f = 0, 
is called an /—structure [46]. Then the rank of / is a constant, say r. If 
r = n, then the /—structure gives an almost complex structure of the man-
ifold M. In this case n is even. If M is orientable and r = n — I, then the 
/—structure on M is called an almost contact stmcture. In this case ii is 
necessarily odd. Throughout, we denote by 0, the /—structure on an almost 
contact manifold. We give the details of an almost contact structure in the 
following paragraphs. 
Let M be a manifold of dimension 2n -t- 1. An almost contact metric 
structure {(p, ^, T], g) on M consists of a tensor field G> of type (1. 1), a vector 
field ^ (known as a structure vector field), a 1—form 77 and a metric tensor 
field g on A/, such that 
0 ' = - / + ^ ® ^ , 77(0 = 1. (1.1.11) 
g{4>X,(i>Y)^g{X,Y)-r,{X)n[y)^ (1.1.12) 
for any vector field X,Y e TM. These conditions also imply that 
<^(0=0, r ; o ^ = 0, r,[X) = g{X.O- (1.1.13) 
An almost contact metric structvue is called a contact metric struct\ue 
if 
dri = ^. 
where $ is the fundamental 2-form defined by 
^X,Y)=^g{X,QY). 
In this case for any vector field X on M, we have 
V.v^ = - 0 X - (phX. 
where V is the Levi-Civita connection of g and h = \L(^(I>. L^(p being the 
Lie-derivative of cj) with respect to ^ . The operator h satisfies 
g{hX,Y)=g{Y,hX), 0oh = -ho(p. (1.1.14) 
If .^  is a killing vector field with respect to g. the contact metric structure 
is called a K-contact structure. It is known that a contact metric manifold is 
K-contact if and only if 
V x e - - 0 X . (1.1.15) 
for any X G TM, where V denotes the Levi-Civita connection of AI. 
The almost contact structure of M is said to be normal if, 
So + 2dri®^ = 0. 
where S^ is the Nijenhuis tensor of the tensor field o. 
Definition 1.1.4. A normal contact metric manifold is called a Sasak/an 
manifold. 
It is easy to show that an almost contact metric manifold is a Sasakian 
manifold if and only if 
(V.\'<?')V'-.9(A'.y-)f-,/(VLV. (1.1.10) 
for any X, Y G TM. 
Every Sasakian manifold is a K-contact metric manifold. 
Example 1.1.1 [30]. We will denote by (i?-"~^ <?!>, ^, ?/, r/), the manifold 
/?2n+i ^jjj^ jj-g j^g^ iai Sasakian structure given bv. 
^idz~J2f/dx'). ^ c _ .> A 
1 " 
g =,T]®T}+ - ( ^ dx' 0 dx' + d^f ® dy'), 
i = l ^ l = \ 7=1 
where (x^ ?/\ z), i = 1, • • • , n are the Cartesian coordinates. 
Definition 1.1.5 [30]. A cosymplectic manifold structure is a normal 
almost contact metric structure i(f>,^,'r],g) with 0 and T] closed. The cosym-
plectic structure is characterized by the condition 
(Vx0)y = O, (1.1.17) 
f o r a l l X . y in TM. 
A plane section TT in TxM is called a (p—section if it is spanned by X 
and (pX where X is a unit vector orthogonal to <f. The sectional curvature 
of a 0—section is called a cj)—sectional curvature. A Sasakian manifold with 
constant 0—sectional curvature c is said to be a Sasakian space form, and is 
denoted by A/(c). 
The curvature tensor of a Sasakian space form M{c) is given by 3^01 
R{X, Y)Z = ^ { 5 ( 1 ^ , Z)X - g{X, Z)Y] + ^ { r ; ( X ) r K Z ) l ^ 
-r){Y)v{Z)X + g{X, Z)r){Y)i - g{Y. Z)r,(X)^ 
+$(z,rvx-$(z,x)oy+2$(A',r)0Z}. (i.i.is) 
In [69] S. Tanno classified connected almost contact metric manifolds 
whose automorphism groups posses the maximum dimension. For sucli a 
manifold, the sectional curvature of a plane sections containing ^ is a con-
stant say c. He showed that they can be divided into three classes (i) Ho-
mogenous normal contact Riemannian manifolds with c > 0. (ii) Global 
Riemannian product of a line (or a circle) with a Kaehler manifold of con-
stant holomorphic sectional curvature if c = 0 and (iii) A warped product 
space i? X; C" if c < 0. It is known that manifold of class (i) are cliarac-
terized by some tensorial equations. It admits a Sasakian structure. The 
manifold of class (ii) are characterized by a tensorial relation admitting a 
cosymplectic structure. Kenmotsu [45] characterized the diHerential geoincr-
ric properties of manifolds of class (iii). The structure so ubtaiuvd is uuw 
6 
known as Kenmotsu structure. In general, these structures are not Sasakian 
[45]. A manifold with a Kenmotsu structure is known as Kenmotsu mamfold. 
Kenmotsu manifolds are characterized by the following tensorial equa-
tion [45]. 
(Vx0)i^ = gicpx, r ) c - v{Y)<px. (1.1.19) 
Moreover, on a Kenmotsu manifold we have, 
\/x^ = X~v{X)^, (1-1-20) 
for all X,Y G TM. 
One of the typical example of Kenmotsu manifold is the hyperbolic space 
M ( - l ) . 
An almost contact metric manifold M with contact structure {(p,^,ri,9) 
is said to be nearly Sasakian, nearly cosymplectic or nearly Kenmotsu man-
ifolds respectively, if 
{Wx(i>)Y + (Vr0 )X = 2g{X, y )e - v{X)Y - v{Y)X, (1.1.21) 
(Vx<^)y + (VK<^)X = 0, (1.1,22) 
{Vxct>)Y + {VYCP)X = -iri{Y)cl>X + ii{XW), (1.1.23) 
(c.f.,[30], [42]). 
1.2. Submanifolds theory 
If an n-dimensional differentiable manifold M admits an immersion 
f : M ^ M 
into an m-dimensional differentiable manifold M, then M is said to be a 
submanifold of M. Naturally n < m. If M is a Riemannian manifold with 
a Riemannian metric g, then M also admits a Riemannian metric induced 
from M which is denoted by the same symbol g. The immersion / is said to 
be an isometric immersion if the differentiable map / , : TM -> TM preserve 
the Riemannian metric, that is for any A^ , Y G TM, 
g{f.Xj:Y)=g{X,Y). (1.2.1) 
When only local questions are involved, we shall identify TM with f^TM 
through the isomorphism / . . Hence, a tangent vector in TM tangent to A/, 
shall mean tangent vector which is the image of an element in TM under 
/ , . More generally, a C°°— cross section of the restriction of TM on M shall 
be called a vector field of M on M. Those tangent vectors of TM which are 
normal to TM form the normal bundle T-^M of M. Hence for every point 
X e M, the tangent space Tf(^x)M of M admits the following decomposition 
Tf^,)M^T,MeT^M. 
The Riemannian connection V of M induces canonically the connec-
tion V and V"*- on TM and T^M respectively governed by the Gauss and 
Wiengarten formulae v.i.z. 
VxY = VxY + h{X,Y), (1.2.2) 
VxV = -AvX + VJiV, (1.2.3) 
where X,Y are tangent vector fields on M and V E T-^M. h and Ay are 
second fundamental forms and are related by 
g{h{X,Y),V)=g{AvX,Y). (1.2.4) 
Looking into the Gauss formula, we observe that, one can classify the sub-
manifolds, putting conditions on h as follows. 
Definition 1.2.1. A submanifold for which the second fundamental 
form h is identically zero is called a totally geodesic submanifold. 
Definition 1.2.2. A submanifold is called totally umbilical if its second 
fundamental form h satisfies 
h{X,Y) = g{X,Y)H, (1.2.5) 
n 
for any X,Y E TM and H = ^Y^h{ei,ei) is the mean curvature vector; 
where { e j is a local orthonormal basis in TM. 
Definition 1.2.3. A sub manifold is called a minimal sxibmanifold if 
the mean curvature vector vanishes identically i.e., H — 0. 
For the second fundamental form h, we define the covariant differentia-
tion V with respect to the connection in TM by 
{•Vxh){Y,Z) = VJ,{h{Y.Z)) - h{VxY,Z) - h{Y.VxZ), (1.2.6) 
for any vector field X, Y and Z tangent to M. 
Let R and R denote the curvature tensor of the connection on .1.7 and 
M respectively, then the equation of Gauss, Coddazi and Ricci are given by, 
R(X,y, Z, W) = R{X, Y, Z, W] + g(/i(X, W), h{Y, Z)] 
-g{h{X,Z),h{Y,W)), (1.2.7) 
{R{X,Y)Zt = {Vxh){Y,Z) - {VYh){X,Z), (1.2.8) 
R[X,Y,V,,V2) ^ R^{X,Y,Vr,V2) - 9{[Av„Av,]X,Y), (1.2.9) 
where R{X,Y,Z.W) = giR{X,Y)Z,W). In (1.2.8) ± denotes the normal 
component. X, Y, Z. W are vector fields tangent to M and Vi, V^ are vector 
fields normal to M. 
A subnianifold M of M is called auto-pararllel if for each vector A'' € 
TxM and for each curve 7 in M starting from x, the parallel displacement 
of X along 7 (with respect to the affine connection V of M) yields a vector 
field tangent to M. Thus, a distribution D on a manifold M is auto-parallel 
if V ^ y € Z) for each X, Y in Z>. In general, if D and D be two distributions 
defined on a manifold M. We say that D is D—parallel if for all X G P and 
Y e D we have V v ^ E D. U D \s D parallel then it is autoparallel. D is 
called X-parallel for some X e TM if for all F € D we have V ^ F e D. D 
is said to be parallel if for all X G TM and F G Z), VxY G D. 
If a distribution D on M is autoparalleL then it is clearly integrable. and 
by Gauss formula D is totally geodesic in M. If D is parallel then the orthog-
onal complementary distribution £)-*- is also parallel, which implies thar D is 
parallel if and only if D^ is parallel. In this case M is locally the product of 
the leaves of D and D-^. 
Remark 1.2.1. In view of the above observation, throughout the au-
toparallelism of a distribution on a manifold M and totally geodesicness of its 
leaves in M are treated equivalent and the two terms are used interchangeably 
On a subnianifold M of an almost complex manifold M, for any vector 
field X tangent to M. we put 
JX = PX + FX, ,1.2.10) 
where PX and FX are the tangential and normal components of JX re-
spectively. Then P is an endomorphism of the tangent bundle TM and F is 
normal valued one form on TM. 
Similarly for any vector field V normal to M, if we put 
JV = tV + fV, (1.2.11) 
with tV and fV are tangential and normal components of JV respectively, 
then / can be treated as an endomorphism of the normal bundle T^M and 
t, a tangent bundle valued 1-form on T-'-M. 
The covariant differentiation of the operator P, F, t and / are defined 
respectively as: 
{VxP)Y = VxPY - PVxY, (1.2.12) 
{VxF)Y = \7J,FY - FVxY, (1.2.13) 
{Vxt)V = \7xtV-tVJ,V, (1-.2.14) 
i^xf)V = VJ,fV-fVJ,V, (1.2.15) 
for any X,Y e TM and V G T^M. 
However, on a submanifold M of an almost contact manifold (M, (p, ^, q). 
for any X € TM, we denote the tangential and normal components of (pX by 
TX and NX respectively. Whereas the tangential and normal components 
of (pV. for V e T-'-M are denoted by tV and nV respectively, i.e., we write. 
(f>X = TX + NX (1,2.16) 
and 
(PV^tV + nV. (1.2.17) 
The covariant differentiation of the operators T, N, t and n are defined 
in the same manner as in equations (1.2.12) to (1.2.15). 
{VxT)Y = S7xTY-TVxY, (1.2.18) 
{VxN)Y = ViNY-NVxY, (1.2.19) 
{Vxt)V = VxtV - tVj^K (1.2,20) 
{Vxn)V = V_t-nl/ - nVJ^V. (1.2.21) 
for any A'. Y G TM and V G T^M. 
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In view of equation (1.2.18), the Nijenhuis tensor S of T is also expressed 
as 
S{X, Y) = {VTXT)Y - iVTYT)X + T{VYT)X - T{S/xT)Y, (1.2.22) 
for all X,Y e TM. 
1.3. Submanifolds of almost Hermitian and almost 
contact metric manifolds 
On an almost Hermitian manifold M, 
g{JX,JY)^g{X,Y), 
for all vector fields X, Yon M. In other words, 
g{JX,X) = 0, 
i.e., JX L X for each vector field X on M. Hence for a submanifold M of 
M ii X E TxM, JX may or may not belong to T^M. Thus the action of the 
almost complex structure J on the tangent vectors of the submanifold of the 
almost Hermitian manifold gives rise to its classification into invariant and 
anti-invariant submanifolds. These submanifolds, are defined as follows. 
Definition 1.3.1. A submanifold M of an almost Hermitian manifold 
M is said to be invariant (or holomorphic) submanifold, if 
j{nM) = nM, 
for all X G M. 
Definition 1.3.2. A submanifold M of an almost Hermitian manifold 
M is said to be a totally real (or anti-holomorphic) if 
J{T^M) C TJ-M, for all x G M. 
In 1978, A. Bejancu (c.f., [1], [2]) considered a new class of subman-
ifold of an almost Hermitian manifolds of which the above classes namely 
invariant and totally real submanifolds are particular cases and named these 
submanifolds as CR-submanifolds. That is, a CR-submanifold provides a 
single setting to study the invariant and anti-invariant submanifolds oi an 
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almost Hermitian manifold. Formally a CR-submanifold of an almost Hei-
mitian manifold is defined as follows: 
Let M be an almost Hermitian manifold with an almost complex snuc-
ture J and Hermitian metric g, and M. a Riemannian submanifold immersed 
in M. At each point x 6 M, let D^ be the maximal holomorphic subspace of 
the tangent space TxM i.e., 
Dx = T^M n JT^M. 
If the dimension of D^ is same for all x 6 M we get a holomorphic distribu-
tion D on M. 
Definition 1.3.3 [1]. A submanifold is said to be a CR-submanifold 
of an almost Hermitian manifold M if there exist on M a C°° -holomorphic 
distribution D such that its orthogonal complementary distribution D-^ is 
totally real i.e., JD^ C T / M , for all x e M. 
For a CR-submanifold M of an almost Hermitian manifold A7, the tan-
gent bundle TM and normal bundle T-^M are decomposed as 
and 
where /z is the orthogonal complementry distribution to JD-^ and is invariant 
under ./. 
It is easy to observe that PX G D and FX £ JD^ V X e TM. Sinn-
larly tV E D^ and fVefi for all V G T^M. 
Since the present Thesis deals with the submanifold theory, we recall, in 
this section, some of the basic notions and results about these submanifolds 
which are relevant for the subsequent chapters. 
If the ambient space M of a CR-submanifold AI is a Kaehler manifold, 
the integrability conditions for the distributions D and D-'- are obtained by 
B. Y. Chen as: 
Theo rem 1.3.1 [21]. The holomorphic distnhution D on a CR-svbmamfold 
of a Kaehler manifold M is integrable if and only if 
(jih{X, JY), JZ) - g{h{JX. Y), JZ), 
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for any vector fields X,Y in D and Z G D-^. 
Theorem 1.3.2 [21]. The totally real distribution D^ on M is i.rde-
grahle. 
Theorem 1.3.3 [21]. Let M he a CR-submanifold of a Kaehler manifold 
M. Then 
(i) The leaves of D are totally geodesic in M if and only if 
g{h{D,D),JD^)=0, 
(ii) The leaves of D^ are totally geodesic in M if and only if 
g{h{D,D^),JD^)=0. 
If a CR-submanifold M is locally a Riemannian product of the leaves of 
D and D-^. Then M is said to be a CR-product submanifold. B. Y. Chen ob-
tained the following characterization for M to be a CR-product in a Kaehler 
manifold. 
Theorem 1.3.4 [21]. A CR-submanifold M in a Kaehler manifold M 
is a CR-product if and only if, 
AjD-D = 0. 
Theorem 1.3.5 [21]. A CR-submanifold of a Kaehler manifold M is a 
CR-product if and only if 
V F = 0. 
Let M be an ?;—dimensional submanifold of an almost Hennitiau mani-
fold M with almost complex structure J and Hermitian metric g. To extend 
the notion of CR-submanifold, it is imperative to relook at the notions oi 
holomorphic and totally real submanifolds. To this end, we say that a sub-
manifold of an almost Hermitian manifold is a holomorphic submanifold if 
and only if every nonzero vector X tangent to M at x e M, the angle 1K'-
tween JX and T^M is equal to zero. Similarly M is totally real if and only 
if for every non zero vector X e TjA/ the angle between JX and r , .U is ~. 
As before, for any vector field X tangent to M, we put 
JX = PX -^ FX, 
where PX cind FX denote respectively the tangential and normal compo-
nents of JX. 
For each non zero vector X tangent to M at x, the angle d{X) between 
JX and T^M is called the wirtinger angle of X. It is easy to observe that 
wirtinger angle 9{X) of X is infact, the angle between JX and PX. An im-
mersion f : M -^ M is called a general slant immersion if the angle 6{X) is 
constant (i.e., independent of the choice of i G M and X G T^M). Holomor-
phic and totally real immersions are slant immersions with wirtinger angle 9 
equal to 0 and 7r/2 respectively. 
A general slant immersion which is not holomorphic is called a slant 
immersion. The wirtinger angle 9 is called the slant angle of the slant im-
mersion. A proper slant submanifold is said to be a Kaehlerian slant if the 
endomorphism P is parallel i.e., V P = 0. B. Y. Chen [22] obtained the fol-
lowing theorem. 
Theorem 1.3.6 [22]. Let M he a submanifold of an almost Hermitian 
manifold M. Then V P = 0 if and only if M is locally the Riemannian prod-
uct Ml X M2 X • • • X Mfe. Where each Mi is either a Kaehler suhmanifold, a 
totally real submanifold or a Kaehlerian slant submanifold. 
Various aspect of slant submanifolds of a Kaehler manifold have been 
investigated by B. Y. Chen [22], Chen and Tazawa (c.f.,[24], [25]). Maeda 
and ohnita [70] and Tomoji [12]. 
Before introducing slant submanifolds of contact manifolds, we first , 
recall the notions of invariant and anti-invariant submanifolds of contact 
manifolds. 
A submanifold M of an almost contact metric manifold (M, (f>,(,,ri,g) is 
said to be invariant submanifold if (f>TxM C T^M, V x € M. And a sub-
manifold M of an almost contact metric manifold is said to be anti-invariant 
submanifold if (f>nM C T^M V x € M. 
The study of the differential geometry of semi-invariant or contact CR-
submanifolds, as a generalization of invariant and anti-invariant submanifolds 
of an almost contact metric manifold was initiated by A. Bejancu and N. Pa-
paghiuc [4] and was followed bv several geometers (c.f., [51], [52], [57], [59], 
[611 etc.). 
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Throughout, for a submanifold M of an almost contact metric nianifolrl 
(M, 0,^, //.(/). we assume that the structure vector field E, is tangential to rhe 
submanifold M and therefore the tangent bundle TM is decomposed as 
TM = V®{0. 
where {C) is the one dimensional distribution on M spanned by structure 
vector field ^. 
Definition 1.3.4. A submanifold M of an almost contact metric man-
ifold M is said to be a semi-invariant submanifold if there exists a pair of 
orthogonal distributions {D,D-^) satisfying the conditions 
(i) TA/ = i ) e D ^ e ( 0 , 
(ii) The distribution D is invariant by (p i.e., (pD^ = D^, x G M, 
(iii) The distribution D^ is anti-invariant i.e., (pD^ C T^M, x G M. 
where TM and T^M denote the tangent and normal bundle to M respec-
tively. It follows that the normal bundle splits as 
T^M = oD^efi. (i.;!.i) 
where /i is the invariant sub-bundle of T^M by 0. If D = {0} (resp. D' ^^  
{0}), then M is said to be an anti-invariant (resp. invariant) subnuinifdM. 
We say that M is a proper semi-invariant submanifold if it is neither in\ari-
ant nor anti-invariant. 
Note 1.3.1. Let M be a semi-invariant submanifold of an almost coniai t 
metric manifold M then, we have following observations. 
(i) For any X G TAL TX G D and .YA' G oD^, 
(ii) For any V G T^M., tV G D^ and nV G A/.. 
The notion of slant submanifolds is extended to the setting of alnm-t 
contact metric manifolds by A. Lotta !7j. Recently, J. L. cal)rerizo ct al. .SM 
and A. Carriazo et al. [13] studied these submanifolds in a more spccializfii 
setting of Sasakian, K-contact and S-manifokls. 
Let M be an almost contact metric manifold with structure [o.i^.n.^;-
and M an iumiersed submanifold of X/. For any ./• G M and X C l',..\l. il li:^  
vectors A' and .^  are linearly infl(>pendent, the angle OiX) G 0, -,2= l>rtv,. r-; 
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(pX and Tj.,M is well defined. If (^^ Y) does not depend on the choice of .r G M 
and X e TxM, then M is said to be slant in M. The constant angle f){X) 
is then called the slant angle of M in M, which in short we denote by sla( .1/). 
In particular anti-invariant submanifolds of a Sasakian manifold are slant 
submanifolds with slant angle equal to 7r/2. A. Lotta [7j proved that slant 
submanifolds of a Sasakian manifold with slant angle equal to zero are in-
variant submanifolds. This fact is not trivial, since by definition an invariant 
submanifold must have odd dimension and the characterstic vector field <^  
of the ambient manifold is required to be tangent to the submanifold. More 
generally, Lotta showed that these properties are always satisfied by any uon 
anti-invariant slant submanifold of a contact metric manifold. 
It can be seen with the help of (1.1.11) and (1.2.16) that 
g{TX,Y)^-g{X:TY), (1.3.2) 
which implies that, 
g{T^X,Y)=g{X,T'Y) (1..3..3) 
for all X,Y e TM that is T^ (which we-will denote by Q) is a self adjoint 
endomorphism on TM. It is also easy to observe that, the eigen values of 
Q belong to [—1,0] and that each non vanishing eigen value of Q has e\t>n 
multiplicity. 
The covariant derivative of endomorphism Q is defined as: 
( V x Q ) r = V.vQr - QVxY. 1 L3.-n 
for all X. Y in TM. 
The following are some important results given by A. Lotta iTj. which 
we state here for later use. 
Theorem 1.3.7 [7], Let x G M and X £ T^M he an eigen vector of 
Q with eigen value X{X). Suppose that X is linearly independent from ^ ,. 
Then 
cos^(X) = / = A ( X ) | ^ . ( l . -o) 
Theorem 1.3.8 [7]. Suppose that M is slant in M and 0 = 67«(.1/i = 
7r/2. Then, for any x G A/, Q admits the real number - f;os'- 0 as Ui.c oiilii mm 
vanishing eigen value. Moreover the related eigen space H .soZ/.s/if-s // , [) 
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where D = span '^,..)^ C T,.M. Finally. 
(a) x^ e T,M => Ker{Q) = Spanii,) and T^M = Spani^^) ® //, (1.3.6) 
(6) ^r ^ ^i;iV/ =^ Ker(g) = {0} and %M ^ H C D. (1.3.7) 
Theorem 1.3.9 [7]. Let M be a slant submanifold of dimension n of 
an almost contact metric manifold }I and suppose Sla{M) ^ 7r/2. Then we 
have 
n is even 4=> ^ is orthogonal to M, 
n is odd 4=» ^ is tangent to M. 
Theorem 1.3.10 [7]. Let M he an immersed submanifold of a contact 
metric manifold M. If ^ is orthogonal to M, then M is anti-invariant. 
Recently, X. Papaghiuc [66] introduced the notion of semi-slant sub-
manifolds of an almost Hermitian manifold as a generalized version of CR-
submanifolds. J. L. Cabrerizo et al. 38] studied this class of submanifolds 
in an almost contact metric manifold. Therefore, semi-invariant and contact 
slant submanifold, become particular cases of these submanifolds. 
Definition 1.3.5. Given a submanifold M, isometrically immersed in 
almost Hermitian manifold {fl, J.g). a differentiable distribution D on M is 
said to be a slant distribution if for any non zero vector X G D^, x ^ AL the 
angle between JX and the vector space Dx is constant i.e., it is independent 
of the choice of x € M and X e Dj- This constant angle is called the slant 
angle of the slant distribution D. M is said to be a Semi-slant .submanifold 
if there exist on M two differentiable distributions D and DQ such that 
TM = DeDo, 
where Z) is a holomorphic distribution i.e.. JD = D and Do is a slant distri-
bution with the angle 0^0. 
Let M be n Riemannian manifold isometrically immersed in an almost 
contact metric manifold {M.o.^.i].g:. such that ^ G TM. We call a distri-
bution D on M a slant distribution if for each .;; 6 A/ and nonzero v(>ctor 
X G Dx: the arigl(! OD{X) between oX and the vector subspace D,,. is con-
stant, which is independent of the choice of x G M and X G D^. In this case 
Oo{X) is calltMl tiic slant angle of rlie distribution D. 
The following theorem provides a useful characterization for the exis-
tence of a slant distribution on a contact metric manifold. 
Theorem 1.3.11 [38]. Let v be a distribution on A'/, orthogonal to ^. 
Then, v is slant if and only if there exists a constant A G [0,1] such that 
{PTj^X = -XX, for any X E i^, xvhere P denotes the orthogonal projection 
on u. Furthermore, in this case A = cos^^^. 
Now, if M is an almost contact metric manifold with contact metric 
structure {4>,^,r],g). then a submanifold M of M is said to be sem!-.<hv}t 
submanifold if there exist two orthogonal distributions D and Do on M smh 
that 
(i) TM admits the orthogonal direct decomposition TM ^ D ® DQ — -C)-
(ii) The distribution D is invariant under (p i.e., (pD C D, 
(iii) The distribution DQ is slant with slant angle 9^0. 
If we denote the dimension of D by di and Do by d? then we find rhe 
following cases 
(a) If d') = 0, then M is an invariant submanifold. 
(6) If di = 0 and 9 = TT/2, then M is an anti-invariant submanifold. 
(c) If rfi = 0 and 9 / 7r/2, then M is a proper slant submanifold with slant 
angle 9. 
In general, if a submanifold M of an almost Hermitian manifold adnnt.> 
two orthogonal complementry distributions D^ and D'^ such that 
(i) DQ is slant with slant angle 9i and 
(ii) DQ is slant with slant angle 92, 
i.e., 
TM = D'a® Dl, 
then naturally, such a submanifold is a generalized N-ersiou of scuui-slaut 
submanifold. These submanifolds are introduced l)y A. Cania/o jl4 nnd 
named as Bi-slant submanifolds. 
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If 01 — 0 and 6*2 7^  0 then M is semi-slant submanifold, and if 9i = 7r/2 
and 02 ^ 7r/2 tfien M is known as pseudo-slant submanifold of M. Tlie no-
tion of bi-slant submanifolds was as such extended to the setting of almost 
contact metric manifolds. 
For a bi-slant submanifold M of an almost contact metric manifold 
{M,0,^.ri.g]. 
where DQ and Dg are slant distributions on M with slant angle 0i and 02 
respectively. 
Example 1.3.1. Odd dimension Euclidean spaces jR^ ""*"^  admit the 
structure of a Sasakian manifold (c.f., Example 1.1.1) J. L. cabrerizo et al. 
[38] constructed a 5-dimensional bi-slant submanifold M is the Euclidean 
space R^, with the immersion 
x{u. v. w. s.t) = 2{u, o, w, 0, VCOS9i, Vsin 01, s cos02- ssm02,t), 
i i c i ^ i/\ a i i u 1/9 d i e unc o ia i i t an, 
•Q on M. The vector fields, 
e, = 2{--+t/—), 
Co 
gico yji i/iic uwu aidiit uiOLiiuLiLiuiij 
d d 
62 = 2(cos6'i7— + sm^i—:^), 
0])^ dip 
e 4 - 2 ( c o s e 2 ^ + s i n ^ 2 ^ ) , 
- 1 -
> i ^ o 
form a local orthonormal frame of TM. The slant distributions D^ and Dl 
are defined as: 
^0 = (£1,62) and Dl = (ea.e,,). 
It is easy to verify that Do(/; = 1,2) are slant distributions with slant angles 
01 and 02 respectively and TM ^ D^® Dl® (^). 
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L^naoter m 2 
SLANT AND SEMI-SLANT SUBMANIFOLDS 
OF TRANS-SASAKIAN MANIFOLDS 
2.1. Introduction 
The differential geometry of slant submanifolds has shown an increasing 
development since B. Y. Chen defined slant immersions in complex manifolds 
as a natural generalization of both holomorphic and totally real immersions 
[22]. The study of the slant immersions in almost Hermitian manifolds was 
followed up by many other geometers (c.f., [12], [24], [25], [26], [70] etc.) 
whose study revealed some interesting geometric aspects of slant submani-
folds. A. Lotta [7] extended the notion of slant immersions to contact mani-
folds and obtained some basic results for this setting. Later, J. L. Cabrerizo 
et al.[39] and A. Carriazo et al. [13] extensively investigated slant submani-
folds of K-contact and S-manifolds. 
Our aim, in the present chapter is to study slant and semi-slant sub-
manifolds in a more general setting of trans-Sasakian manifold . The class 
of trans-Ssasakian manifolds includes Sasakian and Kenmotsu manifolds. Its 
historical background can be traced back to the classification of almost Her-
mitian manifolds by Gray and Hervella [11]. Infact, one of the classes that 
appears in this classification, denoted by W4 is closely related with a locally 
conformal Kaehler manifold. 
An almost contact metric structure on a manifold M is called a trans-
Sasakian structure if the product manifold M x R belongs to class VV4. 
J. C. Marrero [41] studied the tensor equations characterizing the trans-
Sasakian structure. D. Blair and J. A. Oubina [31] showed that an almost 
contact metric manifold M with a contact metric structure {(p, if, r/, g) is trans-
Sasakian if 
(VA-0)y = a{g{X, Y)^ - riiY)X) + P{gicpX, Y)^ - v{Y)cPX), (2.1.1) 
for some smooth functions a and 0 on M and V being the Levi-Civita corniec-
rion of M. The trans-Sasakian structure on a manifold defined by equation 
(2.1.1) are termed as structures of type (a,/?). From the formula (2.1.1) it 
follows that 
Vx^ = -Ci<l>X + i3{X - n{X)0- (2.1.-2) 
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We note that trans-Sasakian structure of type (0. 0) are cosymplec-
tic [30]. Trans-Sasakian structure of type (0,/3) are 5-Kenmotsu [34] and 
trans-Sasakian structure of type (a, 0) are a-Sasakian [34]. Their tensorial 
equations are respectively given by 
{S/^<p)Y = 3{g{cj>X,Y)^-r,{Y)cpX) 
and 
V X, r e TM. 
If (.1/. o. i^ , r?, g) is a trans-Sasakian manifold, then (.li/ x /?, J, ^i) belongs 
to the class W4 of almost Hermitian manifold. The almost complex structure 
J and the Hermitian metric gi on M x R are defined as under. 
A vector field on M x R has the form {X,a-^), where X is a vector 
field tangential to M, t denotes the coordinate function on R and a is a 
differentiable function on M x R. The almost complex structure J on M x R 
is defined as 
J{X.aj^) = {cPX~a^,viX)f^). (2.1.3) 
The product metric gi on M x /? is given by 
g^iiX. aj^.. (r, bj^)) = g{X, Y) + ah. (2.1.4) 
which is cuuipatible with the ahuost complex structure ./ on A/ x R tiu-niug 
M X R. into a Hermitian manifold (c.f.,[30]). 
Note 2.1.1. Throughout, the structure vector field <^  is a.ssumed to be 
tangential to M, for otherwise M is simply anti-invariant by virtue of Theo-
rem 1.3.10. 
Now. let M be a submanifijld immersed in M. For any X G TM, apply-
ing (1.2,2) and (1.2.16) on (2.1.2) we have, 
V.v^ + h{X. 0 - -i>TX - aNX + p{X - n{X)^). 
Comparing tangential and noriaal parts in the above equation we find that 
(«) V.vi - -aTX - .i{X -~ v!-V)0 {h) //.(X.^ = -oiVX. (2.1.5) 
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Since, for any X,Y ^ TM, 
{Vx(f>)Y = Vx4>Y - cl>VxY., 
denoting the tangential and normal parts of {'Vx(l>)y by VxY and QxY le-
spectevely and making use of equations (1.2.2), (1.2.3), (1.2.16), (1.2.17), (1.2.18) 
and (1.2.19), we obtain 
VxY = {VxT)Y - ANYX - th{X.Y) (2.1.6) 
and _ 
Q^Y = [^xN)Y + h{X,TY)-nh{X,Y). (2.1.7) 
Whereas by formula (2.1.1), 
VxY = {ccg{X, Y) + pg{TX, Y))^ - v{Y){aX + /3TX), (2.1.8) 
QxY = -pviY)NX. (2.1.9) 
From the above relations, we deduce 
{VxT)Y = ANYX + th{X, Y) - rj{Y){aX + (3TX) + {ag{X, Y) 
+Pg{TX,Y))^, (2.1.10) 
iVxN)Y = nhiX,Y) - h{X,TY) - l3r]{Y)NX. (2.1.11) 
2,2. Slant submanifolds of a trans-Sasakian manifold 
J. L. Gabrerizo et al. [39] have obtained necessary and sufficiant condi-
tions for the existence of slant submanifolds of K-contact and Sasakian man-
ifolds. They have provided examples of these submanifolds to strengthen 
their results. In this section we study slant submanifolds of a trans-Sasakian 
manifold and also analyse results induced for the particular cases of Sasakian. 
Kenmotsu and cosymplectic manifolds. For a slant submanifold M of a trans-
Sasakian manifold M, we denote by V, the orthogonal complement of the 
distribution {Cj on M. 
.1. L. Caijrerizo et al. [39] obtained the following charectrization as an 
c-xtensioii of Theorem 1.3.8. 
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Theorem 2.2.1 [39]. Let M be a subm.anifold of an alm,ost contact 
metric manifold M such that i, G TM. Then M is slant if and only if there 
exist a constant A G [0, l] such that 
(5 = - A ( / - 7 ? ® 0 - (2-2.1) 
Furthermore, in such case if 6 is the slant angle of M, then A = cos^^. 
For the existence of a slant submanifold in an almost contact metric 
manifold he also obtained the following: 
Theorem 2.2.2 [39]. Let M be a slant submanifold of an almost con-
tact metric manifold M. Then at each point x € M, Q\x> has only one eigen 
value A where A = cos^ 6, 9 being the slant angle of M. 
We first make use of Theorem 2.2.1, to see the impact of parallelism of 
the canonical endomorphism Q on a slant submanifold of a trans-Sasakian 
manifold. Infact, these findings help us to classify the slant submanifolds of 
a trans-Sasakian manifold when Q is parallel. 
Theorem 2.2.3. Let M be a slant subm.anifold of a trans-Sasakuin 
manifold M. Then Q is parallel if and only if one of the following holds. 
(i) M is anti-invariant. 
(ii) M IS trivial i.e., V = {0}. 
(iii) (t> i.s parallel on M. 
Proof Let 9 be the slant angle of M in .V. then for any X,Y e TM. by 
equation (2.2.1) 
QVxY - cos- Oi-VxY -^ '/(V.vy)O (2.2.2) 
and 
QY = cos'e{-Y ~,i[y)^). 
Differentiating the last equation covariantly with rf;sp(>(:t to X G TM. we get 
VxQY = cos'e{-S/xY + 7/(V.vr)^ + g{Y. V.vO^ f ''/(V")VxO- (2.2.3) 
On equating the right hand side of equations (2.2.2) ruul (2.2.3) and making 
use of fornuila (1.3.4) we obtain. 
{^xQ)y - n-,s- i}[,,[Y. V.v,^  )i- - //(V'jV.vf). (2.2,4) 
If O is parallel, then 
which means that either 
cos^ = 0, or ^(y,VxOC + ^ (^ )Vxe = 0. 
If cos^ = 0 then M is anti-invariant. That verifies case (i). Otherwise, we 
have 
The above equation has a solution if and only if, Vx^ — 0, and thus by 
equation (2.1.5)(a) 
-aTX + (3{X-ri{X)0=^- (2.2.5) 
If Q; 7^  0, /3 = 0 on M then by relation (2.2.5) M is anti-invariant. If a = 0. 
/3 ^ 0 on M then again by relation (2.2.5) V = {0} which is case (ii). If 
a = 3 = 0 on M then by (2.1.1) (f) is parallel on M, which account for case 
(iii). If a and (3 are both nonzero, then put 
X = aY + hE, (2.2.6) 
for some K G P , then X - ri{X)^ = aY and relation (2.2.5) is written as 
-aaTY + 0aY = 0. 
As Y and TY are linearly independent and a, (5 are nonzero, we have a — Q 
and therefore by virtue of (2.2.6), V = {0}. This completes the proof. 
Applying (2.1.5)(a). equation (2.2.4) yields 
(VA'Q)y = cos^ e[a{g{X, TY)^ - r,{Y)TX) + 0{giX, Y)^ 
-2v{X)v{Y)^ + r,{Y)X)]. (2.2.7) 
As Sasakian, Kenmotsu and cosymplectic manifolds are special cases of 
trans-Sasakian manifolds, the above classification theorem immediatly yields 
the following results for these special cases. 
Corollary 2.2.1. Let M be a slant submanifold of a Sasakian manifold 
M. then Q is parallel if and only if M is an anti-invariant subnumifold. 
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Note 2.2.1. J. L, Cabrerizo et al. [39] worked out the same result for 
the setting of slant submanifolds of a Sasakian manifold. 
Corollary 2.2.2. Let M be a slant submanifold of a Kenmotsu rnan-
ifold M. Then Q is parallel if and only if M is an anti-invariant subrnantfold. 
Proof Let 9 be the slant angle of M in .U, then for any X, Y in TM. 
equation (2.2.7) implies 
(VvQ)y - cos'e[g{X,Y)^ -2r,{X)r,{Y)^ + rj{Y)X]. 
Hence, {VxQ)Y = 0 if and only if either 6 ^ n/2 or TM = ( 0 and the 
assertion is proved. 
No te 2.2.2. The Corollary 2.2.2 has also been proved by R. S. Gupta 
et al. [67] in their paper "Slant submanifolds of a Kenmotsu manifold". 
Corollary 2.2.3. On a slant submanifold of a cosymplectic manifold, 
Q is parallel. 
It is interesting to notice that formula (2.2.7) infact provides a character-
ization for the existence of a slant submanifold in trans-Sasakian manifolds. 
To be more precise, we have. 
Theorem 2.2.4. Let M be a submanifold of a trans-Sasakian manifold 
M such that ^ G TM. Then M is slant if and only if 
(i) The endomorph).<n) Q\-p has only one eigen value at each point of M. 
(ii) Tliere exist a function X : M ^ [0,1] such that. 
(V.vOir = A[a(.9(X TY)^ - r,{y)TX) -r (J{g{X, Y)^ 
~2ri{Xyn{Y)^ + ri{Y)X)]. (2.2.8) 
for any X.Y c~ 7M/. [f M is the sUmt angle of M then A = cos^B. 
Proof. If M is slaur. tiien the statement (i) and (ii) follow directly from 
Theorem 2.2.1 and equation (2.2.7) respectively. 
Conversely, let V be the orthogonal complementary distributicni tcj (^) 
and Al be the eigen \-alue of Q\x> at each point x G M. Suppose Y eV be a 
unit eigen vector assixi.ued with Aj i.e., QY = XiY. Then by statement (ii) 
V.vOr . OV.vr -. X^vg[X,TY)^ - :ig{X,Y)i\ 
or. 
X{X,)Y + XiS/xY = QVxY + X[ag{X, TY)£, + pg{X, Y)^], 
for any X e TM and Y eV. Since VxY and QVxY are perpendicular to 
Y. It is evident from the above equation that Aj is constant on M. 
To prove that M is slant, by Theorem 2.2.1, it is sufficient to show that 
there exist a constant /j, such that 
Let X e TM, then X = X + r]{X)^ where X eV i.e., X ^X -jiX)^. 
Therefore, QX = QX and since Q\v = Ai/, we have QX = XiX which 
implies that 
QX = XuX = Xi{X-ri{X)0. 
By taking // = — Ai, the above relation is written as 
QX = -^{X-rj{X)0. 
That shows that M is slant. Finally, if M is slant then by equation (2.2.8) 
A = —Ai = n = cos^ 9, where 9 denotes the slant angle of M. 
Now, we investigate the existence of slant immersions via some curva-
ture measures of the submanifold. To this end, first some formulae of the 
curvature tensor are obtained in the next lemma. 
Lemma 2.2.1. Let M be an immersed submanifold of a trans-Sasaki an 
manifold M. Then for any X. Y € TM, 
R{X, Y)^ = a[iVYT)X - {VxT)Y] - aP[7iX)TY - viY)TX] 
+0'[V{X)Y - n{y)X], (2.2.9) 
R{^, X)^ = a^QX - a{V.T)X - 2af3TX + ^3-{X - 7]{X)0 (2.2.10) 
and 
R{X,^,X,0 = a'giQX.X) + P'iWXf -V\X)). (2.2.11) 
Proof. The curvatme tensor R on M is given by 
RiX. Y)Z - V.vVi-Z - yy'^xZ - ^[X,Y\Z. 
Replacing Z by ^ and making u^e of equation (2.1..5)(a), wo obtain 
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i ? (X Y)^ = Vxi-aTY + J{Y -7j{Y)0 - Vyi-aTX + p{X - r/(A')0 
-iaT[X.Y]+0{[X,Y]-v{[X.Y])O 
= a[-VxTY + VyTX - T[X, Y]] + 3{Vx{Y - 7^(7)0 
- V y ( X - riX)0 - [X,Y] + il{\X,Y])(\. 
On using equation (1.2.18), the above equation takes the form 
i?(X, Y)^ = a[iyYT)X - (VxT)y] + /3b/(X)Vv^ - ri{Y)^xi\-
Substituting the vakie of V;f^ from equation (2.1.5)(a), the above equation 
simpUfies to the form 
i?(X, Y)i = Q!(VyT)X - iVxT)Y] +(3[rjiX){-aTY + P{Y -v{Y)0} 
-ri{Y){-aTX + P{X-viX)0}]-
which on further simpHfication yields 
RiX, Y)^ = a[{VYT)X - {^xT)Y\ - ap{r]{X)TY - ri{Y)TX) 
+/3'^(r?(X)r-7?(y)X), 
this verifies relation (2.2.9). 
From the above equation, 
R{^. X)E, = cxiiVxT)^ - (VcT).Y) - ainX -- 3^{X - 7]{X)^ 
= a{~TVx^ - (V . r )X) - Q:/iTA' - 3^{X - 7]{X)0. 
which on taking account of (2.1.5)(a), becomes 
Ri^.X)^ = a{-T{-aTX+P{X - n{X)0 - {V^T]X) 
-apTX -J'-{X -T](X)0. 
I . e . . 
Ri^. X)^ - a'r-X - aPTX - a{V.T)X - aJTX + 3\X - //(X)^) 
- a-OX ~ a{V^T)X - 2af]TX + J-(.V - ri{X)0^ 
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which is equation (2.2.10). To obtain equation (2.2.11), taking inner product 
with vector field X e TM in the last relation we get the required result i.e.. 
Rix, e, X, 0 = ct'giQX, X) + /?2(||xf - ivix))'). 
This proves the lemma completely. 
In particular, on submanifolds of Sasakian, Kenmotsu and cosymplectic man-
ifolds, we have. 
Corollary 2.2.4. Let M he an immersed submanifold of a Sasakian 
manifold, then for any X,Y E TM, 
R{X,Y)^ = {VYT)X-{VXT)Y 
and 
R{X,^,X,0^9{QX,X). 
Note 2.2.3. The formulae in the above corollary are also obtained by 
A. Lotta in [7]. 
Corollary 2.2.5. Let M be an immersed submanifold of a Kenmotsu 
manifold then for any X,Y E TM, 
R{X,Y)^ = ri{X)Y-ri{Y)X 
and 
R{X,^,X,^) = \\Xr-{ri{X)f. 
Corollary 2.2.6. Let M be an immersed submanifold of a cosymplectic 
manifold then for any X,Y £ TM, 
R{X,Y)^ = 0. 
Now, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.2.5. Let M be an immersed submanifold of a tra.ns-Sasakian, 
manifold M with a = I3{^ 0) on M and ^ tangent to M. If 9 e [0,7r/2], then 
the folloidng statements are equivalent 
(i) M is slant in M xuith sla{M) = 6, 
(ii) For any x e M, the sectional curvature of any 2—plant X A^ of T,..\I 
cov.tavning ^j^ is equal to a~ sm~ 9\\XM\'^. 
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Where XA^ denotes a plane spanned by X and ^. 
Proof. Let the statement (i) be true, then for any X i . (^ , by 
Theorem 2.2.1, QX = -cos^OX and by equation (2.2.11) 
R ( X , ^ , X O = -a^cosH\\Xf + a'\\Xf 
= a''smH\\Xf 
and thus (ii) holds. 
Conversely, assume (ii), then for any X G TM, we may write. 
X = X^ + X^, 
where X^ — rj{X)^ and A'^ "- is the component of X perpandicular to the 
structure vector field ^. Now using equation (2.2.11) we may obtain 
R{Xt,^,X^,0 - a'sin^^llX.-^f. (2.2.12) 
Let A be a unit vector field such that QX = 0, then from (2.2.11) and 
(2.2.12) 
a'\\X^f = a'sm'e\\Xlf 
I.e. , 
a-cos"^ eWX^f = 0. 
If cos^ ^ 0, then X = Xc. This proves that at each point x e M, 
Kei{Q) = {Q. (2.2.13) 
Let A be the matrix of the endomorphisni Q at x G AI, then for a unit 
vector field X on M. QX = AX, and as Q{Xc) = 0, X = X^. Then by 
!2.2.11) and (2.2.12) 
A=- cos^ ei. 
Finally, if cos^ = 0 and X is an arbitrary unit vector field such that 
OX = XX, where A G C^iM). Then from (2.2.11) and (2.2.12) a-g{QX. 
X) = 0 i.e., A = 0 and therefore Q = 0 which means M is anti-invariant. 
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2 , 3 . S e m i - s l a n t s u b m a n i f o l d s o f a t r a n s - S a s a k i a n 
m a n i f o l d . 
The study of semi-slant submanifolds of an almost contact metric num-
ifold was initiated by J. L. Cabrerizo et al. [38]. They obtained some bcisic 
results for semi-slant submanifolds of almost contact, K-contact and Sasakian 
manifolds and provided many examples of such submanifolds. The purpose, 
in the present section, is to extend the study of these submanifolds to the 
setting of trans-Sasakian manifolds. 
The invariant and slant distributions on a semi-slant submanifold M are 
denoted by D and DQ respectively. As ^ € TM, the tangent bundle TM of 
M is decomposed as 
TM = D®Do®{^). 
In other words, for X G TM, we write 
X = P^X + P2X + r]{X% (2.3.1) 
where Pi and P2 denote the orthogonal projections on to D and DQ respec-
tively. Applying (f> on X and using equations (1.2.16) and (1.1.13). we get 
<t)X = (t)PiX + TP2X + NP2X. (2.3.2) 
Then it is easy to observe that 
(a) (pPiX = TPiX, (b) NPiX = 0, (c) TP2X e Do, ] 
\ (2,3.3) 
(d) TX - <j>PiX + TPoX, (e) NX = NP2X. J 
To investigate the integrability conditions of the distributions invoh-ecl 
in this setting, we first, prove the following lemma for later use. 
Lemma 2.3.1. Let M he a semi-slant submanifold of a trans-Sasakian 
manifold M, then 
gi[X,Y],0 = 2agiTX,Y), (2..3.4) 
for any X,Y e D® DQ. 
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Proof. For any X. Y e D ® Do, 
g{[X.Y],0==g{^xY-VYX,0 
On making use of (2.1.5)(a) the above equation gives 
g{[X,YlO = 2ag{TX,Y). 
This proves the assertion. 
As a consequence of the above lemma, we have 
Corollary 2.3.1. Let M be a semi-slant subrnanifold of a trans-Sasa.ki.an 
manifold M. The distributions D and D ® DQ on M are not irUegrable in 
general. 
In particular, on a Kenmotsu manifold, we have 
Corollary 2.3.2. The distribution D®DQ on a semi-slant submamfold 
of a KenmotsiL manifold is integrable. Whereas D is integra.ble if and only if 
h{X.oY) = h{(t)X,Y). 
for each X, V G D. 
Proof. The integrability of the distribution D®DQ follows fiiref;tly from 
the formula (2.3.4). For the integrability of D take X. Y e D and I ' G T^A/. 
then 
g{Vx0Y - tyoX. V) = g{h{X.(l)Y) - h{oX. Y). V). 
Thus we have. 
5 ( ( V A - 0 ) V - (Vr(?))A' - oVxY - oVyX, V) = g{h{X, cl^Y) - h{oX. Y). V), 
which on using equations (2.1.1) and (2.3.2) yields 
giNP^lX. Y\ V) = y{hiX, 4)Y) - h[oX. Y)., V). (2.3.5) 
The claim is proved in view of equations (2.3.4) and (2.3,5). 
Now, for the slant di^rributi^)n. we have 
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Proposi t ion 2.3.1. Let M be a semi-slant submanifold of a trans-
Sasakian manifold M. Then the slant distribution Do is integrable if and 
onhj if sla{Do) = 7r/2. 
Proof For any Z, W G Do, by equation (2.3.4), we have 
g{[Z,W],0^2ag{W,TZ). 
If Do is integrable, then by above equation, T\DO = 0 that means 6 = 7r/2. 
Conversely, if sla(Z)o) = 7r/2 then (f)Z — NZ for each Z in Do- Thus for 
Z,Wm Do by equations (1.2.2), (1.2.3) and (2.1.1) 
(j)VzW + (ph{Z, W) = -ANWZ + V^NW - agiZ, W)^. 
Now interchanging W and Z in the above equation and subtracting the 
obtained relation from the same, we get 
(/>[Z, W] = ANZW - ANWZ + V^NW - V^NZ. (2.3.6) 
On the other hand, by equation (1.2.3) and (1.3.2), 
g{ANzW,U)=giNZ,\/uW), 
for each U € TM. The right hand side of the above equation is same as 
g{ANwZ,U) in view of (1.2.3) and (2.1.1). Therefore, 
ANZW = ANWZ. ' (2.3.7) 
Now, equation (2.3.6) in view of equations (2.3.4), (1.1.11) and (2.3.7) gives 
[Z. W] - (l>{VJNW ~ ViyNZ). (2.3.8) 
To show that the right hand side of the above equation is infact a section of 
Do, we consider g{V, Vj\-iVZ) for any V e fi and making use of equations 
(1.2.3), (1.2.2) and (2.1.1), we obtain 
g{V,Viji,NZ) = -g{A^yW,Z). 
Therefore, 
g{ViNW-ViyNZ,V) = 0, 
i.e., V^NW - ViyNZ lies in ATDQ for each Z, l^ G Do and thus from ecina-
tioii (2.3.8), [Z, W] G DQ. i.e., Do is integrable. 
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Note 2.3.1. The above proposition establishes the fact that on a semi-
slant submanifold of a trans-Sasakian manifold, the slant distribution is not 
integrable unless the submanifold is semi-invariant. However in the setting of 
semi-slant submanifold of a Kenmotsu manifold, the slant distribution may 
be integrable. In the next proposition, we have worked out a condition for 
the same. 
Proposition 2.3.2. Let M be a semi-slant submanifold of a Kenmotsu 
manifold M. Then the slant distribution Do is integrable if and only if 
PiiVzTW - VwTZ + AMZW - ANWZ) = 0, 
for all Z,W e Do-
Proof. Taking X m D and making use of equations (2.1.1) and (1.2.16) 
we have 
giT[Z.WlX) = g{cl>iVzW-VwZ),X) 
= giVz4>W-^w<l>Z,X), 
which by equations (1.2.2), (1.2.3) and (1.2.16), yields 
g{T[Z, W], X) = giVzTVV - VwTZ + A^zW - ANWZ, X). (2.3.9) 
The proposition follows by equations (2.3.9) and (2.3.4). 
By equation (2.1.1), for any Y € TM, 
{V^4,)Y = 0. 
So we have, 
V^cpy = (t>V^Y. (2.3.10) 
In particular, for X e D, equation (2.3.10) together with the equations 
(1.2.2) and (2.1.5) implies that 
V^XED. (2.3.11) 
The above observation together with (2.1.5)(a) yields the following lemma. 
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Lemma 2.3.2. Let M be a semi-slant subrnanifold of a traiis-SciAukian 
manifold M then 
\X.i\eD and [Z,^]eDo, 
for any X E D and Z E Do-
The above lemma helps to prove: 
Proposition 2.3.3. Let M be a semi-slant subrnanifold of a trans-
Sasakian manifold M, then 
(i) D © (^) is integrable if and only if 
h{X,(f>Y) = h[Y,<i)X), 
(ii) DQ © (<^ ) is integrable if and only if 
Pi{VzTW - VwTZ + ANZW - A^wZ) = 0, 
for each X,Y ED andZ,W E DQ. 
Proof. For any X,Y E D ® {l^),hy Gauss formula, we have 
Vx<i>Y = Vx(l>Y + h[X,4>Y). 
Making use of the equations (2.1.1), (1.2.16) and (1.2.17) on the above equa-
tion and then equating the normal parts in the two sides of the equati(^n so 
obtained, we get 
NVxY + nh{X.. Y) = h{X, (f)Y). 
Similarly, 
NVYX + nh{X. Y) = h{(l>X, Y). 
On subtracting, we find that 
N[X, Y] = hiX. oY) - h{(j)X, Y), 
which affirms the statement (i). 
Statement (ii) follows from equation (2.3.9) and the Lerinna 2.3.'2. 
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Remark 2.3.1 A trans-Sasakian manifold is a generalized version of 
a Sasakian and Kenmotsu manifolds. Therefore, it is always interesting to 
see that what results of Sasakian and Kenmotsu manifolds are extendable to 
the setting of trans-Sasakian manifolds and what speciality a result on the 
submanifold of a trans-Sasakian manifold assumes in the setting of Sasakian 
and Kenmotsu manifolds. 
With regards to the integrability of the distributions, we summarize in 
the following what has been observed in the preceeding paragraphs. 
The invariant distribution D on a semi-slant submanifold M of a trans-
Sasakian as well as of a Sasakian manifolds is not integrable (c.f., Cor. 2.3.1 
and [4]), whereas D © (^) is integrable on M under the condition that 
h{X,(j)Y) = h{(f)X,Y), for each X,Y in D {c.i.,_ Prop. 2.3.3). The same 
result holds when M is Sasakian (c.f., [4]). If M is a Kenmotsu manifold 
then D as well as £>© (^) are integrable under the same condition (c.f.. Cor. 
2.3.2, Prop. 2.3.3 and [65]). 
So far as the slant distribution Do is concerned, we have: 
If M is a trans-Sasakian or Sasakian, then Do is integrable if and only 
if it is anti-invariant (c.f.. Prop. 2.3.1 and [4]). However DQ © (^) on a semi-
slant submanifold of a trans-Sasakian or Kenmotsu or Sasakian manifokl is 
integrable if and only if 
PiiVzTW - VwTZ + AMZW - AmvZ) = 0, 
for each X,Y e D and Z,W E DQ (c.f., Prop. 2.3.2, Prop. 2.3.3). 
In the following, we study the geometric aspects of the leaves of the distril)-
utions on semi-slant submanifolds of a trans-Sasakian manifold. 
Lemma 2.3.3. Let M be a semi-slant submanifold of a trans-Sasokmn 
manifold M. If the distribution D © (^) is integrable and its leaves are totally 
geodesic in M, then 
{i) h{D,D)efi, 
(ii) SiD,Do)£Do. 
Proof. By hypothesis, 
(^v.vy-. z) - 0. 
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for any X.Y e D and Z G DQ. Therefore. 
g{dVxY,(f>Z) = 0, 
which on applying (2.1.1), (1.2.2) and (1.2.16), yields 
g{h{X,(t>Y),NZ) = 0. 
Using equation (2.1.10), equation (1.2.22) takes the form 
Six, Z) = ANZTX + th{TX, Z) - th{TZ, X) - TA^zX. (2.3.12) 
By equation (2.3.12), we obtain 
5(5(X, Z), y ) = g{AszTX + th{TX, Z) - th{TZ, X) - TA^zX, Y). 
The right hand side of the above equation is zero in view of the statement 
(i) and hence the lenmia is proved. 
Lemma 2.3.4. Let M be a semi-slant submanifold of a trans-Sasakian 
manifold M. If the slant distribution DQ ® (^) is integrable and its leaves are 
totally geodesic in M, then 
(i) h{D, Do) G ^i, 
(ii) 5 ( D , D o ) e D . 
Proof. Suppose Do 0 {0 ^^ integrable and its leaves are totally geodesic 
in M, then for any Z. W E Do and X E D 
g{VzlV, (t)X) = 0, 
which by applying (2.1.1). (1.2.2) and (1.2.16) yields. 
g{h(X.Z),NW) = 0, 
that proves (i). 
Now, on applying formula (2.3.12) and using statement (i), we find that 
g{5{X, Z), W) = 0, for any A' e D and Z. W e Do. This proves (ii) and the 
lemma. 
Note 2.3.2. The ciinditidiis (i) in the lemmas 2.3.3 and 2.3.4 wexv. in-
tact a necessary and sufficient conditions for the leaves of tlie holomorj^hic 
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and totally real distributions respectively to be totally geodesic on a CR-
submanifold of a Kaehler manifold (c.f.,[21]). 
Example 2.3.1. Let i?2"+i = C" x /? be the (2n + 1 ) - dimensional 
Euclidean space endowed with the almost contact metric structure (d, i,r],g) 
defined by 
Where (x^, • • • jX "^"*"^ ) are cartesian coordinates and k is the Euclidean Rie-
mannian metric on 7?^"+^ Then {(f>,^,r},9) is a trans-Sasakian structure on 
7?2n+i j^^ j(;.jj jg not quasi-Sasakian. Moreover it is neither cosymplectic nor 
Sasakian (c.f.,[40]). 
Let 1 < h < n. Then the product Mi x M2 x R, where Mi is a complex 
submanifold of C'' and M2 is a slant submanifold of C""'', is a semi-slant 
submanifold of the trans-Sasakian manifold (i?^"'^\ 0,^,77,^). 
2.4. Totally umbilical semi-slant submanifolds of a 
trans-Sasakian manifold 
In this section we study totally umbihcal semi-slant submanifolds of a 
trans-Sasakian manifold. First, we establish the following. 
Proposition 2.4.1. Let M be a semi-slant subamnifold of a tr-ans-
Sasakian manifold M with h{X, TX) = 0 for each X e D® {E). If D (B {0 
is integrable then each of its leaves is totally geodesic in M as well as m M. 
Proof For any X E £> © (^), as NX = 0, we obtain from equation 
(2.L11), that 
NS/xX = nhiX,X). (2.4.1) 
On the other hand as D® {^ ) is integrable and h{X, TX) = 0, by Proposition 




which shows that t\\e leaves of D 0 {(,) are totally geodesic in M. Now. 
equation (2.4.1) in view of equation (2.4.2) gives that 
The above observation together with the integrability of D 0 ( 0 iuiplies rhat 
That proves that leaves of D ® (^) are totally geodesic in M. 
For the mean curvature vector H, we observe the following: 
Proposition 2.4.2. Let M he a totally umbilical semi-slant suha.m,nifold 
of a trans-Sasakian manifold M, with dim D ^ Q, then the mean cmraturc 
vector H of M is a global section of NDQ. 
Proof. Let X ^ D he & unit vector field and V e //, then 
g{H, V) = g{h{X, X), V) = g{Vx<t>X., oV) = g{h{X, cf>X). ^oV) = 0. 
which proves the assertion. 
Proposition 2.4.3. Let M he a totally umbilical semi-slant submanifold 
of a trans-Sasakian manifold M with cv 7^  0 on .\L Then M is a:n invariant 
submanifold. 
Proof By (1.2.5) h{Z.O = 0. for any Z e A) and therefore by (2.1.•';)(/;) 
A Z = 0. Hence M is an invariant submanifold. 
In other words we may state. 
R e m a r k 2.4.1. If a 7^  0 on M, then M can not admit the structure' ufa 
proper totally umbilical semi-slant submanifold of a trans-Sasakinn nuuiifnld. 
In particular, Sasakian manifolds do not admit totally umbilical .senii->lanr 
submanifolds. 
From Propositions 2.4.2 and 2.4.3, it follows that, 
Theorem 2.4.1. .4 toatally umhilical senii-4(int subrmuufold ojd //(;/'-
Sasakian manifold l\L LS totally geodesic in M. 
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apter 3 
SOME BI-SLANT SUBMANIFOLDS OF SASAKIAN 
AND NEARLY TRANS-SASAKIAN MANIFOLDS 
3.1. Introduction 
Bi-slant siibmanifolds of an almost Hermitian manifold were introduced 
as a natural generalization of semi-slant siibmanifolds by A. Carriazo [14]. 
The class of bi-slant submanifolds includes complex, totally real and CR-
submanifolds. The notion was extended to the setting of almost contact 
metric manifold by J. L. Cabrerizo et al. [38]. Many examples of bi-slant 
submanifolds were provided by them in the setting of almost Hermitian and 
almost contact metric manifold. One of the most important bi-slant sub-
manifolds of an almost Hermitian manifold is anti-slant submanifold which 
is studied by A. Carriazo 114]. Later, he called these submanifolds as pseudo-
slant submanifolds [15]. We have extended the study of these submanifolds 
to the setting of Sasakian manifolds and have obtained some basic and inter-
esting results, some of which are incorporated in Section 3.2 whereas Section 
3.3 deals with the semi-invariant submanifolds of nearly trans-Sasakian man-
ifolds and a classification theorem is proved for these submanifolds. 
Throughout the section 3.2 we denote by A/ a submanifold immersed in 
a Sasakian manifold 3 / . Then equations (1.1.15), (12.2) and (1.2.16) yield, 
(a)Vx^=-TX and (b) hiX,^) =^-- ^XX. (3.1. L) 
3.2. Pseudo-slant submanifolds of almost contact 
metric manifolds 
In this section we study pseudoslant submanifolds of a Sasakian man-
ifold and obtain integrability conditions for the distributions on rhe.'^ c sub-
manifolds. To begin with, we elaborate as to how, a pseudo-slant suV)mauifi)ld 
of an almost Hermitian manifold is obtained via a slant submanifok! of an 
almost contact metric manifold. 
Let M \)e an almost contact metric mauifdld witli rui fihnosi cdntiui 
structure (o.^.-ij.fj) and }f be a submanifold isiniu'tiicallv iiiniicrscd 111(0 
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M with structure vector field <^  tangent to M. V denote the orthogonal 
complement of {E,) i.e.. 
TM = V®{i). 
Before dealing with the pseudo-slant submanifolds of M, we first recall 
the definition. 
A submanifold S of an almost Hermitian manifold S is said to be a 
pseudo-slant submanifold if there exists on S two orthogonal complementary 
distributions D^ and Do such that D^ is totally real i.e., JD^ C T-^S and DQ 
is slant with slant angle 9 ^ 7r/2 (c.f., [15]). In particular, when dim(£)^) = 0 
and 0 G (0,7r/2), the submanifold 5 is a proper slant submanifold of S as is 
introduced by B.Y. Chen [22]. 
The following theorem provides a mechanism of obtaining a pseudo-slant 
submanifold of M x R from a slant submanifold of M. 
Theorem 3.2.1. Let M be a non anti-invariant even diw,ensional slant 
submanifold of an almost contact metric manifold M. Then M x R ts a 
pseudo-slant submanifold of M x R. 
Proof: Set. D^ = {{0,f^)} and Do ^  {{X. 0)\X e V}. 
It is easy to check that D-^ and Do are orthogonal with respect to the product 
metric gi on M x R (see ecjuation (2.1.4)) and, 
T{M X R) = D^ ® Do. 
Moreover, by eciuation (2.1.3). 
D^ is a totally real distribution by Theorem 1.3.9 and Do defines a slant 
distribution on M x R in the sense of N. Papaghiuc [661. Therefore by defi-
nition, M X Ris a pseudo-slant submanifold of M x R. 
As a special case of bi-slant submanifolds of an almost contact metric 
manifold, we study pseudo-slant siibmariifokl which arc fornia.llv definerl as 
follows; 
Definition 3.2.1. We say that M is a p.soui.!o-sla.nr sul)maiufol(l (jf an 
almost contact metric manifold M if tlun-e (wist two tutli(igonal distributions 
D^ and Do on M stich that, 
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(i) TM admits the orthogonal direct decomposition TM = D - 9 DQ © (0 • 
(ii) The distribution D-^ is anti-invariant i.e.. (pD-^ C T^M. 
(iii) The distribution Do is slant with slant angle 9 ^ 7r/2, 
In part\cv\la.r, if 9 = 0, thei\ the pseudo-slant submauifold is a smui-
invariant submanifold. On the other hand if we denote the dimension of D^ 
and Do by dj and d^, then we find the following cases: 
(a) If ^2 = 0 then M is an anti-invariant submanifold, 
(b) If di = 0 and d — Q, then M is an invariant submanifold, 
(c) If di = 0 and 0^0, then M is a proper slant submanifold, with slant 
angle 9. 
We say that a pseudo-slant submanifold is proper if rfif/2 7^  0 and 0^0. 
Example 3.2.1. If we take 9i = 7r/2 and 92 = 9 £ (0,7r/2) in the 
Example 1.3.1 then the submanifold M of R^ with immersion 
x{u,v,w,s,t) = 2{u,Q,w,Q,Q,v, .scos0, ssinS,/) . 
is a pseudo-slant submanifold of the almost contact metric manifold (/?^, 0. ^. //, //) 
(c.f., example 1.1.1). In this case, the vectors 
^i = 2(afr + 2/^^), e, = 2^, e, = 2{£, + y^^). 
e, = 2 ( c o s ^ ^ + sin^g^), e, = 2^ = ^, 
form a local orthonormal frame oiTM. and the distributions D-^ and A J '1*'-
fined by: D^ = (61,62) and Do = (63.64), are the anti-invariant and the slant 
distributions (with slant angle 9) respectively on M and TM = D-^©Do©(i) 
Suppose that M is a pseudo-slant submanifold of an almost contnct 
metric manifold. Then, for any X € TM, put 
X = PiX + P2X + ri(X)^, (3.2.1) 
where Pj and P2 are projection maps on the distributions D - and Z),, resjx'c -
tively. Now operating cp on both sides of equation (3.2.3), and using ('(luatidii 
(1.2.16), we find that 
TX^TPiX. XX = NPiX + NI'.X. r.]:!:!: 
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4)P,X = NPiX. TPiX = 0, (3.2.3) 
TP2X e Do. (3.2.4) 
Since DQ is a slant distribution, by Theorem 1.3.11 
r-X - - cos^ ex, (3.2.5) 
for any X e DQ. 
The above condition leads to the following characterization for a submanifold 
M to be a pseudo-slant submanifold in an almost contact metric manifold. 
Theorem 3.2.2. Let M be a submanifold of an almost contact metric 
manifold M. such that ^ G TM. Then M is a pseudo-slant submanifold if 
and only if there exists a constant A G (0,1] such that 
(i) D =^ {X eV \ T'^X = -XX} is a distribution, 
(ii) For any X G TM, oHhogonal to D, TX = 0. 
Furthermore, in this case A = cos^ 9, where 6 denotes the slant angle of 
the distribution D. 
Proof : If we put A ~ cos'-6, then it follows from (3.2.5) and (3.2.6) 
that D = DQ. Conversely, we consider the orthogonal direct decomposition 
TM = Z? 9 D-^  ® (0- It is evident that TD C D. Hence, by statement (ii) 
it is clear rhat Z?-*- is an anti-invariant distribution. Finally, Theorem 1.3.11 
and the statement (i) imply that D is a slant distriljution. with slant angle 
9 satisfying A = cos" 9. 
Xow. we will discuss the inregrability of distributions on a pseudo-slant 
submanifold of a Sasakian manifold. 
If // is the invariant sub bundle of the normal bundle T-'-M then, for the 
pseudo-slant sul>nianifold M. rlie normal bundle T^M can be decomposed 
as 
T'M = /i © ND^ 0 NDo. (3.2.6) 
As Z)-"- and A) are orthogonal distributions on M, giZ.X) = 0, for each 
Z G D^ and X G Ai- ji'id thus by equations (1.2.16) and (1.2.12), we may 
write 
</( A'Z. .V.Y -^ fiioZ. oX) ^ ,j{Z. X = 0. 
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That means the decomposition (3.2.6) is an orthogonal direct decomposition. 
Making use of the formula (VA-O)K = Vx<py - (P^.vV on a Sasakian 
manifold M and taking account of the fact that M is a pseudo-slant sub-
manifold of M, we obtain the following relations with the help of equation 
(1.1.15) and (1.1.16) 
{VxT)Y = A^ryX + th[X. Y) - r][Y)X + g{X., Y)i (3.2.7) 
and, 
(VxiV)r = nh{X, Y) - h{X, Y), (3.2.8) 
for any X. Y e TM. 
For this setting, the following lemmas play an important role in working 
out the integrability conditions of the canonical distributions on M. 
Lemma 3.2.1. Let M be a pseudo-slant subrnunifold of a Sasakian 
manifold M. Then 
A^yX = AoxY. (3.2.9) 
for allX.Y £ D^. 
Proof: On. using (1.2.4) and (1.1.12) it is easy to show rliat 
cj{A„yX,Z) = ~g{oVzX.Y). 
for each Z in TM. Thus we have, 
CI{A,,YX. Z) = -g[tz(!)X - {Vz0)X.}'). 
On applying equations (1.2.3) and (1.1.16) the ai)ovp (•ciuarinu yicMs 
g{AoYX,Z)^g{AoxY,Z). 
The result follows from the above equation. 
Lemma 3.2.2. Let M be a pseudo-slant subniav.ifold of a Sasakian 
rnnnifold M, then 
[X.(eD'. (.•',.2.10) 
for all X e D^. 
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Proof: For any Z ^ DQ. 
g(\X,(\,TZ)=g{y{rZ,X). (3.2,11) 
On the other hand by equations (1.2.16) and (1.1.16), we have 
VcPZ = ^Vs^Z - V^NZ. 
Applying the above formula in (3.2.11) and using (1.1.12), (1.2.2), (1.2.16) 
and (3.1.1)(6), we get, 
g{[X,^],TZ) = -giNX,NZ) + g{NX, NZ) = 0. 
Also, in view of equation (3.1.1)(a), 
The lemma is proved by virtue of the above two relations. 
Lemma 3.2.3. Let M be a pseudo-slant submanifold of a Sasokian 
manifold M then, for any X,Y € D^ ® DQ, 
g{[X,Y],0 = 2g{X,TY). (3.2.12) 
The proof of equation (3.2.12) is straightforward and may be obtained by 
using (3.1.1)(a) and the fact that g{X,TY) + g{TX,Y) = 0. 
Proposition 3.2.1. Let M be a pseudo-slant submanifold of a Sasakixm 
manifold M. Then, the anti-invariant distribution D^ is integrable. 
Proof For any A'. Y £ D^ and Z e Do, 
y{\X. r.TPoZ) = -g{cp{X, Y]. P2Z), 
which on using (1.1.IG) and (1.2.3), gives 
g{[X. Y].TRZ) = g{A^yX - A^xY, P^Z). 
.\()\v. the integrability of the distribution D^ follows on taking account of 
equations (3.2.9) and (3.2.12). 
Corollary 3.2.1. On a pseudo-slant submanifold M of a Sasakian man-
iftnil M. flu: (li.stnbution D~ ® (^) is also integrable. 
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The corollary follows from Proposition 3.2.1 and Lemma 3.2.2. 
Lemma 3.2.4. Let M he a pseudo-slant submanifold of a Sasaktan 
manifold M. Then, the slant distjibution DQ is not integrable. 
The proof of the lemma is straightforward in view of equation (3.2.12) and 
the definition of the pseudo-slant submanifolds. 
Proposition 3.2.2. Let M be a pseudo-slant submanifold of a Sasakian 
manifold M then the distribution Do 9 ( 0 is integrable if and only if 
h{Z. TW) - h{W, TZ) + V^NW - ViyNZ 
lies m NDQ for each Z. VF G Z^ o © :s)-
Proof: Taking X G £>"*" and making use of equations (1.1.12). (1.1.16), 
(1.2.16), (1.2.2) and (1.2.3), we obtain 
g{\Z^V],X)=g{N[Z^V\,^•X) 
^ g{h{Z, TW) - h{W., TZ) + V^NW - V^NZ, NX). 
The result follows on using the fact that ND^ and NDQ are mutually per-
pendicular. 
J. L. Cabrerizo et ah [39] have paid special attention to the proper 
0—slant submanifolds satisfying 
{VxT)Y = cos- «.;;(X, Y)^ - ii{Y)X). (3.2.13) 
for any A'. )' G 7'^ ^/. Intact, these submanifolds are the contact version of 
Kaehlerian slant sulimanifolds. T(i study this (.;ondition on a pseudo-slant 
submanifolds. we first observe that for the p.S('udo-slant submanifold of /?". 
given in example 3.2.1, 
(v.vr)r - cos- e(g p.x, r )^ - 7/(7)^2^), (3.2.14) 
for any X. Y G TM. If we take X.Y in DQ e iCi- fhcn (3.2.14) implies that 
(v.vDr -- cos-^/.<;(,v,r)^ ~ n{Y)X). 
Thus, the condition (3.2.13) is satisfied on /},, •[; (^) . On the other hand if 
X.Y G D^ 3 (C; Hieii it follows fror-i (3.2.14) that 
Thar shows that anti-invariant submanifolds satisfy equation (3.2.13). More-
over, the condition (3.2.14) is a natural condition for pseudo-slant submani-
folds of a Sasakian manifold analogous to the condition (3.2.13) for slant and 
semi-slant submanifolds of Sasakian manifolds worked out by Cabrerizo et 
al. (c.f.,[39],[38]). Now, we have the following theorem. 
Theo rem 3.2.3. Let M be a proper pseudo-slant submanifold with an-
gle 0. of a Sasakian manifold M. Then, M satisfies (3.2.14) if and only if 
AyyX = A^xY+v{y)Pi^'<-r)iX)PiY-smH{rjiX)P2Y-r,{Y)P2X), (3.2.15) 
for any X,Y e TM, where NX = NP^X -h NP2X. 
Proof: Suppose M is a proper pseudo-slant submanifold satisfying (3.2.14). 
Then, by (3.2.7) and (3.2.1), 
cos'e{g{P2X,Y)^-v{Y)P2X) = ANP,YX+ANP,YX+th{X,Y)+g{PiX,Y)^ 
+g{P2X, y )e - v{y)PiX - v{Y)P2X 
or. 
Ar^yX = -th{X, Y) - giP^X, Y)i + r,{Y)P,X 
- sin^ e{g{P2X, Y)^ - r,{Y)P2X). (3.2.16) 
Similarly, 
A^^xY = -th{X, Y) - g{P,Y, X)^ + v{X)P,Y 
-sm'9{giP2Y,X)i-r]{X)P2Y). 
From rhe above relation, on using the fact that g{PiX,Y) = g{X,PiY), it 
follows that 
AyyX = ANXY + Ti{Y)PiX - 7]{X)PiY - siu^ 9ir){X)P2Y - ri{Y)P2X). 
Conversely, suppose (3.2.15) holds, then for any Z e TM, 
.y< .4.vyX, Z) = -g{th[Y. Z), X) + n[Y)g{P,X, Z) - r^{X)g{P,Y, Z) 
- sin- e{g{P2Y, ZHX) - v{Y)g{P2X, Z)). 
Interchanging X and Z. and making use of the fact that g{PiX,Y) = 
g{X. P,Y). for each X,Y e TM, we get 
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CAAMYX^ Z) = -g{th{X, Y), Z) + v{Y)g{PiX, Z) - r]{Z)g{P^X, Y) 
- sin^ e{g(P2X, YMZ) - ii{Y)g{P2X, Z)). 
Taking account of equation (3.2.1), the above equation yields 
5(^,vv-X Z) - -g{th{X, Y),Z)+ v{Y)g{X, Z) - v{Z)g{X, Y) 
+ cos^ eiv{Z)g{P2X, Y) - viY}giP2X, Z)). 
Now, by using equation (3.2.7), we obtain 
{VxT)Y = cos''d{g{P2X, Y)^ - viy)P2X), 
which proves the assertion. 
Theorem 3.2.4. Let M he a proper pseudo-slant submanifold of a 
Sasakian rnmnfold M, with angle 0, then 
(i) M saiisfies (3.2.14) if and only if 
{VxTP2)Y ^ cos^%(P2X,y)C - ii{Y)P2X), 
(ii) If M ,s«f(.s/je.s (3.2.14), then the distributions D^ © {^} and DQ © {0 
are parallel on M. 
Proof: 0\\ a pseufloslant submanifold of a Sasakian manifold M, 
T = TPi an<! t!u'r(>fore statement (i) follows from (3.2.14) and (3.2.2). 
Suppose fluif .\/ satisfies (3.2.14), then by statement (i) 
' 'V.v7'A)r - cos-0[g{P2X, Y)^, - / /() ' ' )A^)-
From the i^ljovr ecjuation it is evident that 
P.VxTP^Y = 0, 
i.e.. 
VxTP^Y G A J © ( 0 
or. equivalcnrly 
V.vVKeDo©(0 , (3.2.17) 
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for any X G TM and W € DQ. Which is turn implies that VxZ e D^e ( 0 
for Z e D^ © ( 0 , this proves statement (ii). 
As a consequence, we have: 
Corollary 3.2.2. Let M he a pseudo-slant submanifold of a Sasakian 
manifold M such that M satisfies (3.2.14). Then D^ © (<^ ) and Do © (^ are 
integrahle and their leaves are totally geodesic in M. 
3.3. Semi-invariant submanifolds of a nearly 
trans-Sasakian manifold 
In this section, we change the ambient manifold from Sasakian to nearly 
trans-Sasakian manifold and study another important class of bi-slant sub-
manifolds, namely semi-invariant submanifolds. 
There are two known classes of almost contact metric manifolds namely 
Sasakian manifolds and Kenmotsu manifolds. Trans-Sasakian manifolds are 
defined as a generalization of these two classes, as is evident from the charac-
terizing equation (2.1.1). C. Gherghe [29] generahzed trans-Sasakian struc-
ture further by introducing nearly trans-Sasakian structure. It generalizes 
the trans-Sasakian structure in the same sense as nearly Sasakian structure 
generalizes Sasakian one. 
An almost contact metric structure {(t>,^,V>9) on a manifold M with a 
Levi-Civita connection V is a nearly trans-Sasakian structure [29], if there 
exist differentiable functions a, 0 on M such that, 
iVx<P)Y ^ {VY(t>)X = a\2g{X, Y)E, - v{Y)X - rj{X)Y\ 
-My)<l>X + v{XWi (3.3.1) 
for all X,Y e TM. 
A trans-Sasakian structure is always a nearly trans-Sasakian structure. 
Moreover, a nearly trans-Sasakian structure of type (a,/3) is nearly Sasakian 
[30] or nearly Kenmotsu [42] or nearly cosymplectic [30] accordingly as 3 = 
0, a = 1 or a = 0, ^  = 1 or a = 0 = /3. 
Let M be a semi-invariant submanifold of a nearly trans-Sasakian nian-
itokl with invariant and anti-inversion distributions D and D^ respecti\-ely 
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and let, TM denote the tangent bundle on M. The orthogonal complement 
of (f)D-^ in the normal bundle T-^M under (f) is denoted by ji i.e., 
Recently, J. S. Kim et al. [42] worked out integrability conditions of 
the distributions on a semi-invariant submanifold of nearly trans-Sasakian 
manifolds and have obtained some basic results on the geometric aspects of 
the lea.ves of these distributions. Our aim, in this section is to classify totally 
umbilical semi-invariant submanifolds of nearly trans-Sasakian manifolds. 
To develop':",! the proof of the classification theorem, we start with the 
following preparatory results. 
Proposition 3.3.1. Let M he a semi-invariant submanifold of a nearly 
trans-Sasakian manifold M with h{X,4>X) — 0, for each X & D®{£). If the 
invariant distribution D @ {E) is integrable, then each of its leaves is totally 
geodesic in M as well as in M. 
Proof. For X.Y E D® {£), we have 
h{X, (t>Y) + h{<pX, Y) - {Vxd>)y + iVY(p)X + (f>{VxY + VyX) 
-{Vx0Y + VyCpX). 
Taking account of the hypothesis and the formula (3.3.1), the above equation 
takes the form 
0 = 2ag{X, Y)^ - v{Y){aX + 0(t)X) - ri{X){aY + 0<f)Y) 
+0[VxY + VyX) - (VxcpY + VY4>X) + 2(ph{X, Y). (3.3.2) 
On equating the normal parts in the right hand side of the last equation to 
zer( .^ we get 
2nh{X, Y) = N{VxY + VyX). 
As nhiX, Y) G u and N{VxY + VyX) e ND^, both the sides of the above 
eciuation nuist simultaneously vanish and therefore, it follows that 




As D ® (^) is integrable, it follows from the observation (3.3.3) that 
VXYED®{0. (3.3.5) 
Taking account of this fact in equation (3.3.2), it follows that 
h{X,Y)^0. (3.3.6) 
The assertion is proved by virtue of equation (3.3.5) and (3.3.6). 
The above proposition leads to the following consequence which is in 
itself an important result with geometric point of view. 
Corollary 3.3.1. Let M be a totally umbilical semi-invariant subman-
ifold of a nearly trans-Sasakian manifold M. If the invariant distribution 
D © ((f) on M is integrable then M is totally geodesic in M. 
For the integrability of the distributions involved on a semi-invariant 
submanifold of a nearly trans-Sasakian manifold, Jeong-Sik Kim et al. [42] 
obtained: 
Proposition 3.3.2 [42]. Let M be a semi-invariant submanifold of a 
nearly trans-Sasakian manifold M, then 
(i) D is not integrable, 
(ii) D © (^) is integrable on M if and only if 
xW{x,Y)eD®{0. 
2ih{X, cf>Y) - h{Y, <PX)) = r,{X)i<t>ZVY^ + nh{Y, 0) 
-V{Y)i(f>ZVx^ + nh{X.,0), 
for all X,Y e D®{0 and Z G D-^. 
(iii) D-^ is integrable on M if and only if 
N^'Hz,\y)eDe(f>D^, .Z.]VGD^ 
and 
A^zW = AowZ, Z.W ED' 
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(iv) The distribution D^ © (<^ ) on M is integrable if and only if 
Where N^^^ = S^ + 2d7]®i. 
3.4. Totally umbilical semi-invariant submanifolds of a 
nearly trans-Sasakian manifold 
Throughout this section M denotes a totally umbilical semi-invariant 
submanifold of a nearly trans-Sasakian manifold M. For U G TM, by formula 
(3.3.1), 
{Vuct>)U = oc\\Uf^ - v{U){aU + 0<PU). (3.4.1) 
In particular, for Z G D-'-, 
(Vz<A)Z = a | |ZfC (3.4.2) 
and therefore, 
VzZ = a\\Zf^ (3.4.3) 
and 
QzZ = 0. (3.4.4) 
On applying equation (2.1.6) and using the fact that TZ = 0, equation 
(3.4.3) yields, 
-a\\Zf^ - g{H, NZ)Z - \\Z\\HH = TVzZ. (3.4.5) 
Now, in view of Note 1.3.1, we have 
g{H, NZ)Z ^ \\Z\\HH = 0 (3.4.6) 
and 
a||Z||-^ = 0. (3.4.7) 
Equation (3.4.6) has solutions if either (a) dim(£'"'-) = 1 or, (6) H G //. 
On the other hand equation (3.4.7) has solution if either (a) a = 0 on M or, 
(6) D^ = {()}. 
Now. we are in a position to prove the main theorem. 
Theoi •em 3.4.1. Let M be ci totally umbilical seTn,i-inva.Tiu:nt subinani-
fold of a nearly trans-Sasakian manifold M. Then at least one of Lite followivy 
IS true 
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(i) M is anti-invariant. 
(ii) Mis totally geodesic. 
(iii) Dim (D-^) — 1 and D © {^) is not integrable. 
Proof, li D = {0}, then by definition M is anti-invariant which is case 
(i). li D ^ {0} and D © (^ is integrable then by Corollary 3.3.1. M is to-
tally geodesic in M, which accounts for case (ii). If D © (<^ ) is not integral)le 
and H E jj, then by virtue of observation 3.3.4, M is again totally geodesic. 
If however H ^ fi, then equation (3.4.6) has solutions if and only if dim 
(£'-'-) = 1 or D-^ = {0}. For the case when dim (D^) = 1, M belongs to the 
category (iii). Lastly, ii H ^ ^ and D^ = {0}, then again by Corollary 3.3.1 
M is totally geodesic. This completes the proof. 
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a mr 4 
SEMI-INVARIANT AND SEMI-SLANT 
SUBMANIFOLDS OF S-MANIFOLDS 
4.1. Introduction 
The study of semi-invariant submanifold or contact CR-submanifolds of 
almost contact metric manifold was initiated by A. Bejancu [4]. In particu-
lar, semi-invariant submanifolds of different classes of almost contact metric 
manifolds have also been studied (c.f., [27], [57], [59], [63], [64] etc.)- Later. 
N. Papaghiuc generalized the notion further and introduced semi-slant sub-
manifolds of almost Hermitian manifolds which includes the class of slant, 
holomorphic and totally real submanifolds. J. L. Cabrerizo et al. [38] have 
studied semi-slant submanifolds of Sasakian manifolds. For manifolds with 
an /—structure, D. E. Blair introduced S-manifolds as the analogue of the 
Kaehler structure in the almost complex case and of Sasakian structure in 
the almost contact case [32], slant submanifolds of S-manifolds were initiated 
by A. carriazo et al. [13]. We have investigated semi-invariant submanifolds 
in the setting of S-space forms. In the present chapter, we give a description 
of the same and also an account of the study of semi-slant submanifolds of a 
T-manifold. To begin with, we introduce S and T-manifolds: 
One of the interesting /—structures is the /— structure with comple-
mented frames also called the /—Structure with the parallelizable Kernel 
(briefly /.p/c-Structures)[32j. A /.pA—Manifolds is a (2ri -i- .s)— dimensional 
manifold M on which there is defined a /—structure of rank 'In with com-
plemented frames. This means that there exist on M a tensor field cj) of type 
(1,1) and global vector fields ^i.(^2- • • • ,is such that, if q^.r/-. • • • ,77' fue tlie 
dual 1-forms then 
0^, = 0 . 7/' 0 0 : ^ 0 , (4.1.1) 
for a ny i = 1, • • • , s and 
(jr^-I-Y^rf^^i. (4.1.2) 
1 = 1 
It is well known that in such conditions one can consider a Rienuumiau met lic 
g on M such that for any X.Y & TXI. the following equality holds: 
.s 
giX. Y) = fiioX. oY) ^^ifiX)ri'iY). (1.1 .:;i 
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The manifold (M, g) is then known as a metric /—manifold. The metric 
/.pA;—structure is called a /sT—structure if the fundamental 2-form F defined 
by F{X,Y) = g{X,(j)Y), is closed and the normaUty condition holds, i.e., 
s 
1=1 
where S^ denotes the Nijenhuis tensor of (j). 
If dt]^ = • •. = dr]^ = F, the /f—structure is called the 5—structure 
and M, an 5—manifold. Obviously for s = 1, an S-manifold is a Sasakian 
manifold. On a S-manifold we have, [32], 
s 
(V;f0)y = J2[gi<l>X, <t>Y% + v'iY)o'X], (4.1.4) 
VxCi = -(f>X, (4.1.5) 
for any X,Y E TM, j^ 6 (^) and i = 1, • • • ,s. where V denotes the Levi-
Civita connection on M, and (^) denotes the distribution spanned by the 
structure vector fields ^1,1^2, •• • ,^s-
A K—manifold is said to be a T-manifold if drj^ = 0. for each i = 1. • • • . s. 
D. Blair obtained the following tensorial equations on a T-manifold. 
(a) {Vx<f>)Y = 0, (b) Vx^i = 0, (4.1.6) 
V X,Y eTM (c.f., [32]). 
If M is an S-manifold whose ©—sectional curvatures are constant, then 
it is said to be an S-space form. In the sequel, an S-space form of constant 
curvature c is denoted by M{c). 
On using the formula of the curvature tensor field of S-space form by M. 
Kobayashi and M. Tsuchiya [55] and equation (1.2.7), we obtain the following 
expression for the curvature tensor R oi M. 
R{X, Y, Z„ W) = J2{gi<l>X^ cpW)rj\Y)Tf{Z) - g{cpX. (^Z)ri'{Y)rt'{\V) 
id 
+ g{<pY,dZ)T]'{X)Tf{W) - g{oY. oWOr/(X)r/'(Z)} 
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+ ^ { S I P ^ Y , dW)g{(f)Y, oZ) - g{oX\ (pZjgioY. oW)} 
+ ^{F{X, W)F{Y, Z) - F{A', Z)F{Y. W) 
-2F{X, Y)F{Z, W)}, ^^f^^Ai 
for all X. r, Z. \V e TM. ( * \ ^ yf 
4.2. Semi-invariant submanifolds of an S-space forni^"^~'^ 
Throughout the section, we denote by M a semi-invariant submanifokl of 
an S-manifoId M such that the structure vector fields <^ i. • • • , ^^  are tangential 
to M. The tangent bundle TM of M, in this case is decomposed as 
where D, D^ are invariant and anti-invariant distributions on M and (^) is 
the distribution spanned by the structure vector field ^i. • • • ,^s. 
For the existence of a semi-invariant submanifokl in an S-manifold, we 
first, prove the following. 
Lemma 4.2.1. For a submanifold M of cm S-rnani.fold M stich that 
^i-,i2-,--- ,^s (lis tangential to M, the following statements are equivalent 
(i) M is a send-invariant subm,anifold of M, 
(ii) T^M ~ D O fJ-: where D and /.i are complement a rtj orthogonal distrtb-
uttons ofT^M such that the distrib'ution ^ (res. D) is riroar/aid (res. 
anti-invariant) under cb i.e.. O^LI = n.r (I'd^- oD, C T,.M) for cadi 
.r € M. 
Proof. Let M be a semi-invariant submanifold with invariant and anti-
invariant distributions D and D-^ respectively. Set D = oD-^ and let //, 
denote the orthogonal complementary subspace of Z), in TfM. Then D and 
H define complementary distributions in T^M. From (1.1.2) 
0-.V = -X. 
for each X ^ D ^ D^ ® T^M, therefore, in 5)articular o[oZ) ^ -Z. lor 
all Z € D^ which shows that D is anti-invariant iiudt-i ..>. iMiiihcr. to .SIKIW 
that //. is invariant under o. we observe that oU € L') -\- I), fni- ;ui\- ( •':- I'M 
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and 4>Y G TM, for any Y e D. Hence, for any U e TM. Y e D anci A' c //. 
we have 
g{0N, Y) = -g(iV, ^Y) = 0, 
gi4>N.U)^-g{N,ct>U) = 0. 
The above equations imply that fi is invariant under cj). Hence (i) => lii). 
Now to prove (ii) => (i), let (ii) be true. Then set D^ = cpD,. V .r e. M. 
Since g{(f)N, ^i) = 0 y N e D, i = 1,-• • ,s i.e., D^ defines the distribution 
orthogonal to (^). Let D denote the complementary distribution orthogonal 
to D-^ © {^) on M. Since (l){(t>N) = -N ^ N e D which shows that tlie 
distribution D-^ is anti-invariant under (f). Now, for any X e D, Z e D~ and 
N eT^M, it is easy to observe that 
gidX, 4>Z) = -giX, (f>^Z) = g{X, Z) = 0, 
gicpX.N) = 0 
and 
5 ( 0 X ^ 0 = 0, 
for each i = 1, • • • ,.s. 
The above relations reveal that 4>D = D i.e., D is invariant under o and 
therefore M is semi-invariant submanifold of M and thus (ii)=> (i). 
In the succeeding theorems, we obtain some necessary and sufKcieut 
conditions for a submanifold of an S-space form to admit the structlue of a 
semi-invariant submanifold. 
Theorem 4.2.1. Let M be a submanifold of a S-space form of constant 
curvature c with c ^ s. Then M is a semi-inva:iiant suhm,anifol.d if and onlii if 
the invariant subspace D^ = T^M ndT,-M defines a nontrivial diffcivnticddc 
distribution D on M and 
RiD,D,D^,D^) = 0, [4:2A) 
where D^ denotes the orthogonal complem,enta.'ry distribution to D Q- \0 
M and R denotes the curvature tensor of the S-space form M{c). on. 
Proof. Let M be a semi-invariant submanifold. Then on making use o 
the formula ( 4.1.7). one may easily obtain the equation (4.2.1). 
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Converselv. let the invariant subspace Dx of T^M defines a non trivial 
differentiable distribution such that (4.2.1) holds, then from equation (4.1.7) 
R{X,Y,Z^V) = '^{g{oX.oW)g{ci>Y,4>Z)-g{cpX,0Z)g{<r>Y.,(i>W)] 
+ ^ { < / ( X # r ) ^ ( y , 4>Z) - g{X. oZ)g{Y, 4>W) 
-2g[X.oY)g[Z,4>W)), 
for all X, F G D and Z.W e D-. This, on simplification gives 
{c-s)g{X,4>Y)g{Z,cj>W) = Q. (4.2.2) 
ksY E D, on replacing oY by A', equation (4.2.2) gives 
[c-s)g{X,X)g{Z,4>W)^Q. 
As c ^ s and D is nontri\-ial 
g{Z^4>W) = 0, 
for any Z, W € D^, that means oD-^ is orthogonal to D-. Since D is invari-
ant, using (4.1.3), we get 
g\X.oZ) = -g{0X,Z) = Q, 
for any X E D and Z G D- i.e.. oD-*- is orthogonal to D. 
We also have, 
t/(>^ ,, (pZ) = 0, 
for each / = 1. • • • . s ami Z £ D- . 
From the above relatinn?. we find that oD^ c T~M i.e., D^ is anti-
invariant. This completes the !)roof. 
Theorem 4.2.2. Let M be a suhmanifold of a S-space-form M{c) with 
c 7^  0. Then M is a scnu-iitvanant submanifold if and only if the rnnxi-
mal anti-invariant sub.-^pace D~ C Tj.M defines a non trivial differentiable 
distribution D" on M such that 
R D. oD. //.. D) = 0. (4.2.3) 
c—s , 
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where D denotes the orthogonal complementary distribution to D^ ® (^) m 
TM and p, denotes the orthogonal complement of (pD-^ in T^M. 
Proof. Let M be a semi-invariant subniaiiifokl of A/(c). Then fium 
(4.1.7) 
R{D,(t)D,ii,D) = 0. 
Conversely, suppose D-^ is the maximal anti-invariant subspace of T,.M 
and (4.2.3) is true then ior X e D and N G /i, by equation (4.1.7). we have 
R{X, <f>X, N, X) = '^{g{4>X, 0X)g{,p'X, d>N) - g{oX., 4>N)g{Q'X, oX)] 
'•{g{X. (t>X)g{<i)X, (pN) - g{X. (f)N)g{0X. cpX) 
-2g{X,d>'X)g{N,cl>X)} = 0. 
On simplifying the terms, we get 
'-^{g{cj>X. N)g{X. X)) + '-f{g{({>X, N)g(6X^ X) 
+2g{X.X)g{cPX,N)} = 0, 
or, 
cg{cpX,N)giX,X) = 0. 
As c is assumed to be nonzero. g{0X, N) = 0, for each X G D and N e //,. 
Thus (i)D is orthogonal to pL. 
Further, as D^ is an anti-invariant distribution, from (1.1.3) we get 
gidX, Z) = -g{X, 4>Z) = 0, for any X eD and Z e D^ i.e.. oD is orthogo-
nal to D^. Also, 
g{(!>X.Q=g{X,0^,)=O. 
for every X G D and i — 1, • • • ,s, therefore oD is orthogonal ro (^). \\'ith 
this informations together with the fact that (pD is orthogonal u> oD^ (be-
cause g{4>X,(pZ) = g{X.Z) = 0 \/ X G D,Z e D^) it follow.^  that D is an 
invariant distribution on M. Hence M is a semi-invariant suliuuuiifold t)y 
definition. 
Theorem 4.2.3. Let M be a submanifold of an. S-SJXKI form. M{c) 
with c 7^  .s. Then M is a semi-invariant subnio.ni.fold if and nnhi //' the nurr-
imal mvaria.nt .subspace p^. = T^M n cpTf-M ofT;M drfmo n nontrinal 
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differentiable distribution on M such that 
R{^.^,.D,D)=0, (4.2.4) 
where D denotes the nontrivial oiihogonal complementary distribution of fi 
in T^M. 
Proof. Let M be a semi-iiivaiiant subnianifold of a S-space form A/(c), 
then (4.2.4) follows from (4.1.7). 
Conversely, if the maximal invariant subspaces /ix = TfM (1 oT^M de-
fines a differentiable distribution on \I, such that (4.2.4) holds, then for any 
Ni,N2e n and Vi, V2 e D, (4.1.7) gives 
R{NuN2, Vi. V2) = '-^{g{(pNi.o\^cpi^,cPV,) - gicp.\\.oV,)gi0N2,(^^z)} 
+ '-i^{g{-\\.oV2)g{N2,ct>V,) - g{.\\.oV,)giN2,cpV2) 
-2g{.\\.o.\-2)g{V^,cpV2)}^0. 
or. 
{c-s)g{X,.oX2)gi6Vy,V2) = 0. 
Therefore. 
{c-s)g[,\\..\\)g{oV„V2) = 0. 
For c 7^  s, the above equation gives g{(pVi, V2) = 0 i.e.. oD is orthogonal to 
D. Again, for any Ni G /j.. V'l G D equation (4.1.3) gives 
giN,.cA\^^-g{oN,.V^ = 0. 
i.e.. (pD is orthogonal to /.i. On imiibining the above findings, it follows that 
(pD c TM. Xow, the assertion follows on making use of Lemma 4.2.L 
Theorem 4.2.4. Let M be a submanifold of an S-space form M{c) 
with c ^ 0. Then M is a senii-nniiriant subnianifold of M(c) if and only if 
the maximal anti-invariant stdtspac' Dj. ofT^M defines a distribution D of 
T^M such that 
R[f,.:'u-D.i.i) = 0, • (4.2.5) 
where fi denotes th.e nontnvial o-''''<ogoiw.l complement a 111 distribution of D 
in T-^M and D denotes the non^--- •'•:! orthogonal compleiiifntary distribution 
ofoD in TM. 
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Proof. Let M be a semi-invariant submanifold of M{c). then on using 
(4.1.7). equation (4.2.5) follows innnediately. 
Conversely, let A;- be the maximal anti-invariant subspace of T;rM i.e., 
©Ar C T,M V X G M and (4.2.5) holds. By equation (4.1.7), 
Ril^i, (pH, D. i^t) = c(/(0/i, D)g{^l, /i) 
and by equation (4.2.5), 
/?(A^P/(.D,M) = 0. 
That gives, 
for all iV, Ni,N2 e i-i and X e D. Xow as c 7^  0 then, 
5(o.V.A') = 0. 
Again for N e n and Z e D"*-, we get 
g(0iV,Z) = -3(iV,(?>Z) = O. 
Further, 
.fy(0iV.oZi =g{N,Z) - 0 . 
for any A' e /i and Z <E D^. 
From the above observations t;?^ ; _^ J-M i.e., /i is invariant under o. \ 
on applying Lemma 4.2.1, we get tlie required result. 
f)W. 
4.3. Semi-slant subnianifolds of a T-manifold 
In this section, we have studied ^'-nil-slant su])manifolds of a T-nianiff)ld 
M. Throughout, M denotes an ni-dni.f'usional sul)manifold isonietrically im-
mersed into M. As in the last serrii'i;. we assume that the structure vect(H' 
fields 1^,1^ 2- • • • ,Cs cire tangential ru rhe submanifold M. Applying equations 
(1.2.2) and (1.2.4). equation (4.1.t)':^ vields 
( a ) V x 6 = 0, {}>) h[X.i - 0 , ( r ) . l v 6 . - 0 , (4..3.1) 
V X ^TM.V ^T-M and /! - 1 . . . . 
If M is a slant submanifold of M, the tangent bundle TM of ^1/ is 
decomposed as 
where V is orthogonal complementary distribution of (<^ ) and is known as the 
slant distribution on M. On the other hand as M is a semi-slant submanifold 
with invariant and slant distributions D and Do respectively, we have 
TM = DeDoe{0-
Analogous to the decomposition (2.3.1), for any X G TM. we write 
X = PrX + P2X + J2 ri\X)^,. (4.3.2) 
i=\ 
where PiX G D and P2X e Do- That is Pi and P2 are the canonical orthog-
onal projections of TM. Applying (p on both sides of equation (4.3.2) and 
working on the same lines as in chapter 2 (to obatin equation (2.3.2) and 
(2.3.3)), we reach to the same conclusion i.e., 
(4.3.3) 
(a) (PP^X = TPiX, (6) NPiX = 0, (c) TP2X e DQ, 
(d) TX = (pPiX + TP2X, (e) NX = NP2X. 
Also, the normal bundle of M is decomposed as 
T^M = NDo © M-
It is easy to check that /i is an invariant sub bimdle of T^M. 
The formulae for the covariant derivatives of T and .V were obtained on A 
semi-slant subma.nifold of trans-Sasakian manifolds in chapter 2. Working on 
the same Unes, we obtain the following formulae on a semi-slant submanifold 
of a T-manifold 
iVxT)Y = A^YX + th{X, r) , (4.3.4). 
(V.Y^V)y = nh{X, Y) - h{X,TV). (4.3.5) 
An immediate consequence of the above formulae, can be stated as 
Proposi t ion 4.3.1. Let M be a submanifold of a T-manifold, th.cn 
(i) VT = 0 if and only if AyxY = A.^yX. 
(ii) ViV = 0 if and only if A^vX = AyTX. 
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for all X,y e TM and V e T^M. 
A. Caniazo et al. [13] obtained the following chaxacterization for the 
existance of a slant submanifold in a S-manifold. 
Theorem 4.3.1 [13]. Let M he a submanifold of a metric f —manifold 
M, tangent to the structure vector fields. Then, M is a slant submunifold if 
and only if there exists a constant A € [0.1] such that 
s 
T^ = Q = -XI^Xj2v'®^i- (4.3.6) 
1=1 
Furthermore, in such case, if 0 is the slant angle of M, then X = cos'^  9. 
The above characterization is infact an extension of Theorem 2.2.1, obtained 
by J. L. Cabrerizo et al. [39]. 
For the parallelism of the canonical endomorphism Q on a slant sub-
manifold of a T-manifold we use Theorem 4.3.1 to obtain the following. 
Theorem 4.3.2. On a slant submanifold of a T-manifold M, the tensor 
field Q is jwrallel. 
Proof. As M is slant, by virtue of equation (4.3.6), we may write 
s 
QY^-XY + \Y,V\y)ir^ (4.3.7) 
! = 1 
for any Y -c: TM. differentiating covariantly with respect to X G TM and 
using (4.3.I)ia), yields 
VxQY = -XVxY -XJ2 v'iVxY)i,. (4.3.8) 
Further, l>v t^iuation (4.3.6), 
5 
Qv.x-y = -Av.vy - J2 v'iVxyK^• (4.3.9) 
i = l 
The e(|Uiiii..!i> (4.3.8) and (4.3.9) in view of formula (1.3.4) yield 
(V vQ) = 0. 
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This proves the assertion. 
For the semi-slant submanifold of a T-manifold the following lemma 
plays an important role in working out the integrability conditions of the 
distributions involved. 
Lemma 4.3.1. Let M be a semi-slant submanifold of a T-manifold M. 
Then 
[X,ii]eD and [Z,ii]eDo, 
for any X E D,Z E DQ and i = I,-- • ,s. 
Proof. By equation (4.1.6)(a) 
for all X E TM and i — I,- • • , s. In particular for X E D, the above relation 
in view of (1.2.2) and (4.3.1)(6) yields, 
Vc^0X = (l)V^,X, 
which together with (4.3.1)(a) implies that 
[X,^^]ED. 
Further, g{V^,Z,X) = -g{Z,V^-X). = 0, for each Z E Do and also as 
"^ii^i = 0 V ?, 7 = 1, • • • , s, we deduce that 
Vc.z e Do, 
which on using (4.3.1)(a) verifies that [Z,E,i] E Do, for each Z E DQ and 
v: = I,--- ,s. 
Lemma 4.3.2. On a semi-slant submanifold of a T-manifold, the dis-
tributions D® DO and (^) are integrable and their leaves are totally geodesic 
in M. 
The proof follows on using equation (4.3.1). 
For the integrability of the invariant distribution, we have 
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Propos i t ion 4.3.2. The invariant distribution D on a semi-slant s-ab-
manifold M of a T-rnanifold M is integrable if and only if 
g{h{X,(l>Y),NZ) ^ g{h{cf>X,Y),NZ), (4.3.10) 
for allX.Y E D and Z e DQ-
Proof. By Gauss formula, we have 
h{X, (t>Y) - h{4>X, Y) = Vx(t>Y - VY(t>X + Vy(^X - Vx(l>y. 
for each A'. Y in D, which on making use of equation (4.1.6)(a), yields 
h[X. (j)Y) - h{(t>X, Y) = (p[X, Y] + VY(PX - Vx<t>Y. (4.3.11) 
Now. if D is integrable, then the vector fields in the right hand side of equa-
tion (4.3.11) are tangential to M whereas the left hand side is a vector field 
normal to M. That means both sides of equation (4.3.11) must separately be 
zero. So 
h{X,(l)Y)=h{(l)X,Y). 
In particular. (4.3.10) holds. 
Conversely, suppose (4.3.10) holds, then 
hicpX,Y)-h{X,(PY)Gn. (4.3.12) 
Xow. as M is a T-manifold, for X, Y in D, we may write 
Vy4>X = (f)VYX, 
which nn applying Gauss formula becomes 
Vy-(^X + h{Y. (!)X) = (pVyX + (l)h{X. Y). 
For V G //. the above equation gives 
g{h{YAX).V) = g{<i>h{X.Y).y), 
and thpiefoie. 
g{h{(pX, Y) - h[X, (})Y), V) = 0. 
Thar is. 
h{(t)X, Y) - h[X, (t)Y) e NDo- (4.3.13) 
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The statements (4.3.12) and (4.3.13) imply that 
h{(j)X,Y)=h{X,(l>Y), 
for all X,Y in D. Thus, by equation (4.3.11), 
d>{X, Y] = Vx4>Y - VY4>X. 
That shows that [X, Y] 6 D®{^). This fact together with formula (4.3.1)(a) 
yields that [X, V] e D i.e., D is integrable, and the proposition is proved 
completely. 
In view of Lemma 4.3.1 the condition (4.3.10) can be extended for the 
integrability of the distributions D © (^) on M. Infact, we have 
Corollary 4.3.1. Let M be a semi-slant submanifold of a T-manifold 
M. Then the distribution D © {^) is integrable if and only if D is integrable. 
For the integrability of Do, we have 
Proposition 4.3.3. The slant distribution DQ on a semi-slant sxibinan-
ifold M of a T-manifold M is integrable if and only if 
PiiVzTW - VwTZ + ANZW - AywZ) = 0, 
for each Z, W in Do-
Proof For Z, W in Do and X in D ® (^), we have 
g{T{Z,W],X) = g{cf>[Z,W],X) 
= g{Wz<pW-Vw<f>Z,X) 
= g{VzTW - ANWZ -VwTZ + ANZW,X). 
The assertion follows from the above equality and equation (4.3.1). 
The same condition extends for the integrabihty of DQ ® {^). In other 
words, we have 
Corollary 4.3.2. Let M be a semi-slant submanifold of a T-mmufold 
M. Then the distribution -Do©(0 '-5 integrable if and only if DQ is integrdhlc. 
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The proof follows from Proposition 4.3.3 on applying Lemma 4.3.1. 
On applying (4.3.4), equation (1.2.22) gives 
S{X, Z) = A^•zTX + th{TX, Z) - th{TZ, X) - TA^zX. (4.3.14) 
On applying the above formula, we obtain 
Proposition 4.3.4. Let M be a semi-slant submanifold of a T-manifold 
M. We have 
(i) / / D is autoparallel then, 
(a) th{X,Y) = 0 and (b) S(X,Z)eDo. 
(ii) / / DQ is autoparallel then, 
(a) th{X, Z) - 0 and (b) S{X, Z) e D, 
for all X,Y e D andZ e DQ. 
Proof. To establish (i), we first, observe that under the hypothesis VxZ 
lies in DQ, for any vector fields X in D and Z in Do- So, for any vector field 
Y in D. we have 
0 = g{VxZ,cl>Y)=g{VxZ,cf>Y), 
= g{ANzX,Y)-giVxTZ,Y), 
= giANzX,Y), 
and g{VxY,(i) = 0, for each X,Y in D and i = 1,- • • ,s. This proves (a). 
whereas (b) follows immediately on using the equation (4.3.14). Thus (i) is 
proved. 
Similarly, for (ii), under the hypothesis, we have 
0 = giVzX. W) = giVzoX, cf^W) 
= g{VzQX, TW) +.g{Vz(pX, NW) 
^g{h{dX,Z),NW), 
for any vector field X e D and Z,W G Do- Relation (a) is proved from the 
abo\-e eciuality whereas {b) is an immediate consequence of formula (4.3.14). 
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In view of (4.3.1)(a) the distribution ( 0 is parallel on M. Proposition 
4.3.4 together with this observation leads to the following: 
Theorem 4.3.3. Let the distributions D and DQ on a semi-slant sub-
manifold of a T-manifold be integrable. If M is locally a Riemannian product 
of the leaves of the distributions D, Do and {^) then 
AMDOD = 0 and S{D, Do) = 0., 
Note 4.3.1. The above theorem is an extension of Theorem 1.3.4 to 
the setting of semi-slant sub manifold of a T-manifold. 
The parallelism of the normal valued 1-form A^  on M, also turns M into 
the Riemannian product of the leaves of D DQ and {^). To be more precise, 
we prove 
Theorem 4.3.4. / / the normal valued 1-form N on a semi-slant sub-
manifold M of a T-manifold M is parallel on M, then the distribution D and 
DQ on M are parallel on M. 
Proof As N is parallel on M, NVuX = 0 for each U € TM and X e D 
which implies that VyX € D © (^). This observation together with equa-
tion (4.3.1)(a) yields that Vf/A" E D and Vc/Z e DQ which proves that D 
and DQ are parallel on M. Therefore D and DQ are integrable and M is lo-
cally the Riemannian product of the leaves of the distributions D, DQ and (<^ ). 
4.4. Totally umbilical and totally contact umbilical 
submanifolds of a T-manifold 
Before dealing with totally umbilical semi-slant submanifolds in a T-
manifold, we first, estabhsh the following proposition. That infact helps us 
to obtain some geometrically significant results for the underlying setting. 
Proposition 4.4.1. Let M be a semi-slant submanifold of M with 
h{X,(j)X) = 0 for each X E D. If D is integrable then its leaves a.re to-
tally geodesic in M as well as in M. 
Proof. For any X 6 D, by equation (4.3.5), 
N V A - X = nh[X,X). (4.4.11 
That means, 
nh{X,X)eNDo. 
On the other hand by Proposition 4.3.2 and the assumption that h{X. cpX) = 
0, we deduce that 
h{X,Y) = 0, 
for each X, Y in D. This proves that the leaves of £> are totally geodesic in M. 
Taking account of this fact in equation (4.4.1) we obtain that NVxX = 0. 
which in view of (4.3.1)(a) gives 
VxX e D. 
This fact together with the integrability of D implies that VxY £ D. That 
means D is autoparallel and therefore the leaves of D are totally geodesic in 
M. 
As an immediate consequence of the above proposition, we obtain the 
following result for the setting of semi-slant submanifold of a T-manifold. 
Corollary 4.4.1. Let M be a totally umbilical semi-slant submanifold 
of a T-manifold M. If the invariant distribution D on M is integrable then 
the leaves of the distribution D are totally geodesic in M and in M both. 
We are infact able to extend the above findings further, and obtain the 
following stronger result. 
Prposi t ion 4.4.2. Let M be a totally umbilical proper semi-slant sub-
manifold of a T-manifold ^L then M is totally geodesic in M. 
Proof. By using equation (4.3.1)(6) and the fact that M is totally um-
bilical, we deduce that 
0 = hiX,^i)=g{X,^,)H, 
for all X e TM and z = 1. • • • , s. That proves that / / = 0 i.e., AI is tot<illy 
geodesic in M. 
Definition 4.4.1 [5]. A subamnifold M of an almost contact metric 
manifold M is said to be a totally contact umbilical submanifold if 
h{X, Y) = g{0X. oY)H + r,{Y)h{X, 0 + niX)h{Y, ^), 
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for all X, Y in TM. 
U H = 0, then M is called a totally contact geodesic subnianifold. This 
notion naturally extends for svibmanifolds of a T-manifold and in view of 
equation (4.3.1) (6), it is straightforward to observe that a totally contact 
geodesic submanifold of a T-manifold is totally geodesic. 
Proposition 4.4.3. On a totally contact umbilical semd-slant subnimn-
fold of a T-manifold M, the mean curvature vector H of M is a global section 
ofNDo. 
Proof. For any X E D and V £ fx, 
g{h{X,X).V) = g{X,X)g{H,V). 
By using equation (4.1.6) and (1.2.2), the above equation can be written as 
g{hiX,(t>X),cl>V) = \\Xfg{H,V). 
The left hand sides of the above equation is zero by virtue of the fact that 
M is totally contact umbihcal submanifold. Thus. 
9{H,V) = 0. 
That proves the assertion. 
Theorem 4.4.1. Let M be a totally contact umbilical semi-slant sub-
amnifold of a T-manifold M. IfT is parallel, then M is totally geodesic i.n M. 
Proof. If dim [DQ] = 0, then by Proposition 4.4.3, M is totally gee )tl('sic. 
If dim (DQ) > 2, then there exist two orthogonal unit vectors X antl V in 
DQ for which we may write 
g{H,NY) = g{h{X.X),NY) = -g{th{X,X), Y). 
On applying formula (4.3.4) and the fact that T is parallel, we get 
g{H,NY) = giA^xX^Y) 
= g{h{X.Y),NX) 
= 0. 
Thus, the theorem is proved on making use of Proposition 1.1.2. 
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a ap ter 3 
SEMI-SLANT SUBMANIFOLDS OF ALMOST 
HERMITIAN MANIFOLDS 
5.1. Introduction 
Slant submanifolds of a Kaehler manifold have extensively been stud-
ied by B. Y. Chen. S. Maeda, L. Vrancken and Tomoji (c.f., [22], [70], [26], 
[12]). Whereas the notion of semi-slant submanifolds of a Kaehler manifold 
is relatively new. Infact the study of differential geometry of semi-slant sub-
manifolds, as a generalization of CR-submanifolds of a Kaehler manifolds 
was initiated by N. Papaghiuc [66]. As nearly Kaehler manifolds are a gener-
alized version of Kaehler manifolds and are geometrically very important, in 
the present chapter, we explore semi-slant submanifolds of a nearly Kaehler 
manifolds and obtain some basic results of this setting. 
5.2. Semi-slant submanifolds of an almost 
Hermit ian manifold 
Let M be an almost Hermitian manifold with an almost complex struc-
ture J and Hermitian metric g. A semi-slant submanifold M of an almost 
Hermitian manifold M is a submanifold which admits two orthogonal com-
plementary distributions D and Do such that D is holomorphic i.e.. JD C D 
and DQ is slant with slant angle 0 7^  0. Let us recall that for U.V e TM and 
N G T^M, JU and J.V are decomposed inro tangential and normal parts as 
JU ^PU ^- FU 
and 
JN = .^V + /.\ ' . 
For the submanifold M. the tangent bundle TM and the normal bundle T^M 
of M are decomposed as: 
(a) TM = DQ)DO. (b) r-M = FDo(^^ii. (5.2.1) 
where /;, is the orthogonal complfunenrary ilitftril)utioii of .VDo 111 'f-M and 
is an invariant sub-bundle of T-^:U under ./. Thus for au\- (/ -. TM. we may 
write, 
(' - Td' -TT'. 
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where T] and T2 denote the projection operators onto D and DQ respectively. 
Now. following are some easy observations 
(a) FD = {0}. (b) PD = D, ] 
\ (5,2.2) 
(c) PDo C Do and (d) t{T^M) = DQ. J 
Moreover. 
(e) P^ + tF = -I = f + Ft if) FP + fF = tf + Pt = 0, (5,2.3) 
If a distribution D on M is autoparallel, then it is clearly integrable and 
its leaves are totally geodesic in M. If D is parallel then the orthogonal com-
plementary distribution D-^ is also parallel, which implies that D is parallel if 
and only if D^ is parallel. In this case M is locally the Rieniannian product 
of the leaves of D and D-^ and thus we may state. 
L e m m a 5.2.1. Let M be a semi-slant sribrnanifold of an, abnosf Hc.i-
mitian manifold M. Then M is locally the Riemannian prod'uct of the harfs 
of D and Do if and onhj if 
VuX eD or VuZ e Do, 
for each X G D, Z e Do andU e TM. 
The two conditions in the above lemma are equivalent as 
g{VuX.Z)=0 ^=^ g{X,VaZ) = (}. 
The following is an easy consequence of the above lenuna and can ln' 
proved on taking account of ecjuation (1.2.12). 
Corollary 5.2.1. If a semi-slant submanifold of nn ohnost flerniit KIII 
manifold M is a Riemannian product of the lea.ves of D and Do, tlicn 
{VvP)X e D or eqidvalently {Vi,P)Z G Mj. 
for each U e TM, X G D and Z e Do. 
R e m a r k 5.2.1. The converse of Corollary 5.2.1 is tru(> when M \> ;i 
CR-submanifold. In this case we have a stronger result i.e.. 
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Corollary 5.2.2. A CR-submanifold M in an almost Hermitian •mani-
fold M is a CR'prodiict if and only if 
{VuP)V e D, 
for each U, V E TM. 
In terms of the normal valued l-form F, we have the following charac-
terization for M to be a Riemannian product in M. 
Corollary 5.2.3. A semi-slant submanifold M of an almost Hermitian 
manifold M is a Riemannian product of the leaves of D and DQ if and only 
iVaF)X = 0, 
for each U € TM and X e D. 
The proof follows by putting V = X in equation (1.2.13) and taking 
account of the observation (5.2.2)(a). 
Now, for U,V e TM, let us denote the tangential and normal parts of 
{VuJ)V by VyV and QuV respectively. Then by an easy computation, we 
obtain the following formulae: 
r^;V = {VuP)V - AFVU - th{U. V), (5.2.4) 
QuV = {VuF)V + h{U,PV)-fh{U,V). (5.2.5) 
In the following, we obtain the integrability conditions for the distribu-
tions D and DQ on a semi-slant submanifold of an almost Hermitian manifold. 
Theorem 5.2.1. Tlie liolomorphic distribution D on a semi-slant su6-
mamfold of an almost Hermitian manifold is integrable if and only if 
QxY - QyX - h{X, PY) - h{Y, PX), 
for each A', Y in D. 
Proof For N e T-M. we luive 
<j{^xJY - VyJX. N) = g{h{X, PY) - h{PX, Y), N) 
or. 
r/(./(V.vV - Vi-.V I - Ov V - QyX. X) = g{h{X, PY) - h{PX, Y), N] 
or. 
g{F[X, y ] , iV) = g{h{X. PY) - h[PX, Y) -r QyX - QxY. N). 
The assertion follows from the above relation. 
Theorem 5.2.2. The slant distribution DQ on a semi-slant subnianifold 
of an almost Hermitiun manifold is integrable if and only if 
TiiVzPW - VwPZ + AfzW - AFWZ - VwZ - T'zW') = 0. 
for each Z, W in DQ. 
Proof. For X E D, we find rhat 
giP[Z, W],X) = g{VzJW - VnJZ + VwZ - VzW, X) 
= glVzPvr - VuPZ+AFZ'^ V - AFWZ + r^z- VzW, x), 
which proves the assertion. 
For the parallelism of the holomorphic and slant distributions on a semi-
slant submanifold of an almost Hermitian manifold, we have the following 
proposition. 
Proposition 5.2.1. If D is autoparallel then 
(a) QxY-hiX,PY) = fh[X.Y). 
(6) VxY + thiX,Y)eD. 
for each X,Y e D. 
Proof, (a) follows from the formula (5.2.5) on taking account i)f (5.2.2)(a). 
whereas (b) follows immediately from the formula (5.2.4). 
Proposition 5.2.2. If DQ is autoparallel then 
[a) h{Z,PX)-QzX = fh{X.Z). 
(b) VwZ + AFZW e Do. 
for each X € D and Z, W G Ai-
The proof is straightforward by virtue oi forniulac (5.2.1) aud (5.2.5). 
5.3. Semi-slant submanifolds of a nearly Kaehler 
manifold 
Throughout this section, we assume M to be a nearly Kaehler manifold 
and M, a semi-slant submanifold of M. Thus on M we have 
{\/uJ)V + {VvJ)U = 0. 
Consequently for U,V E TM, 
{a)VuV + rvU = Q and {b) QuV + QyU = 0. (5.3.1) 
We begin the section by establishing the following characterization for 
the integrabihty of the holomorphic distribution on a semi-slant submanifold 
of a nearly Kaehler manifold. 
Theorem 5.3.1. Let M be a semi-slant submanifold of a nearly Kaehler 
manifold M. Then the following statements are equivalent 
(a) The holomorphic distribution D on M is integrable, 
(b) h{X, PY) = h{PX, Y) and QxY = 0, 
(c) h[X^ PY) + h{PX, Y) = 2{FVxY + fh{X, Y)), 
for each X, Y E D. 
Proof. From -5.2.1 and equation (5.3.1)(6), it follows that D is integrable 
if and only if 
2QxY=^hiX,PY) + h{PX,Y). (5..3.2) 
It IS known that the Nijenhuis tensor 5 of J on M satisfies 
S{U, V) = -4J{VuJ)V, (5.3.3) 
for each U. V G TM. Moreover as (Vc/J)JK = -J{VuJ)V, we get 
S^iX^Y)=4QxJY, (5..3,4) 
for an\ X.Y e D. where 5^(X,K) denotes the normal part of S{X.Y). 
By equations (1.1.5) and (1.2.10) the left hand side of the above equation 
becom.vs F{\PX.Y)] + [X,PY]) i.e., 
F{[PX, Y\ + [X., PY]) = 4QxJV. (5.3.5) 
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The equivalence of (a) and (b) is established by virrue of equations (5.3.2) 
and (5.3.5). 
Formula (5.2.5) in view of equation (5.3.1) can be modified to yield the 
following equation 
F [ X V'i = 2(FV.vy' + fh(X. Y)) - h{X, PY) - h{PX. Y). (5.3.6) 
from which it follows that D is integrable if and only if 
h[X,PY) + h[PX,Y) = 2[FVxy + fh{X.Y)). 
Which proves that (a) is equivalent to (c). Hence (o). (6) and (c) are equiv-
alent. 
Corollary 5.3.1. .4 totally umbilical semi-slant submanifold of a nearly 
Kaehler manifold is totally geodesic if D is integrable. 
Corollary 5.3.2. On a totally geodesic semi-slant submanifold of a 
nearly Kaehler manifold, the holomorphic distribution D is integrable. 
With regards to the integrability of the slant distribution DQ on a semi-
slant submanifold of M. we ha\'e: 
Theorem 5.3.2. The slant distribution DQ on a semi-slant submanifold 
of a nearly Kaehler manifold .V. is integrable if and only if 
TiiVzPW - V u P Z - Apz^y - AfwZ + 2VivZ) = 0, (5.3.7) 
for each Z, W € D^. 
The assertion is an immediate consequence of Theorem 5.2.2 anfl equa-
tion (5.3.1)(«). 
Onc(- the distributions on M are involutive then by Frobenius theorem 
A/ is foliated tn' the lea\'es of these distribution. In the following we have ob-
served some geometric properries of the leaves of the liolomorphic and slant 
distributions on M. 
Proposition 5.3.1. Let the holonwrphic distribution D on. a semi-.sUmt 
submanifold M of a nearly Katidcr niarri.fold be i.ntegrable. Then the leaves 
of D are totally geode^ie .'/) .U >f and only if 
hiX.PY ^' fhiX.Y). (5.3.S) 
for each X,Y G D. 
The proof follows from Theorem 5.3.1 on using the definition of autopar-
allelism of D. 
Proposition 5.3.2. Let the slant distribution Do on M be integrable. 
Then the leaves of DQ are totally geodesic in M if and only if 
TiiApzW + AFWZ + 2thiZ, W)) = 0, (5.3.9) 
for each Z,W G Do-
The proof follows on using Theorem 5.3.2 and the autoparallelism of Do-
Theorem 5.3.3. Let M be a semi-slant submanifold of a nearly Kaehler 
manifold M. Then (P, g) is a nearly Kaehler structure on the holomorphic 
distribution D if th{X, Y) = 0 for all X,Y e D. 
Proof In view of the observation (5.2.2)(a) and (5.2.3)(e) 
P^X = -X. (5.3.10) 
for each X e D. Moreover, if th{X,Y) = 0. then by equations (5.2.4) and 
(5.3.1)(a), we have 
( V x P ) F + (VyF)X = 0. (5.3.11) 
The assertion is proved by virtue of (5.3.10) and (5.3.11). 
Theorem 5.3.4. On a semi-slant submanifold of a nearly Kaehler man-
ifold, if D is autoparallel, then (P^g) is a nearly Kaehler structure on D. 
Proof. By equations (5.2.4), (5.3.1)(a) the observation (5.2.2) and the 
autoparallelism of D, it follows that 
iVxP)Y + ( V K F ) . Y = 0. (5.3.12) 
for each X,Y e D. The above relation together with (5.3.10), proves the 
assertion. 
R e m a r k 5.3.1. If Z? is autoparallel, then by equation (5.2.4), (5.3.1)(a) 
and (5.2.2)(r/), 
th{X, Y) = 0 
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and therefore Theorem 5.3.3 can be treated as a corollary of Theorem 5.3.4. 
In view of the above findings, we may state: 
Theorem 5.3.5. Let M he a submanifold of a nearly Kaehler mani^^l(k-*>i L, 
M. If M is complex, then it is a nearly Kaehler manifold and / v " ^ . - ' ^ 
h{X,.JY) = fh{X,Y). iis-^ '^  
for each X,V e TM. \ > ^ ^ 
R e m a r k 5.3.2. If D is autoparallel, then by equations (5.3.12) ana 
(5.2.4), th{X, Y) = 0. In particular, if M is locally the Riemannian product 
of the leaves of D and Do then th{X, Y) = 0, which is equivalent to the 
condition: 
g{h{X,Y),FDo)=0, 
for each X,Y e D. 
The above condition is a clear extension of Chen's characterization for 
the leaves of D to be totally geodesic in a CR-submanifold of a Kaehler 
manifold (c.f., [21]). 
5.4. Totally umbilical semi-slant submanifolds of a 
nearly Kaehler manifold 
Totally umbilical submanifolds are characterized by the property that 
h{X.Y) = f/{X.Y)H. where H is the mean curvature normal vector field 
on .\/. For submanifolds of an almost Hermitian manifolds, the condition 
h(X. PX) = 0 fi,eneraiizes the umbilical condition in the sense that on each 
totally umbilical submanifold of an almost Hermitian manifold, this condi-
tion is sa.tisfi(^d. 
In tlie following we obtain a geometric property with this more general 
condition. 
Proposi t ion 5.4.1 Let M be a semi-slant submanifold of aneaiiy Kaehler 
mnnifold M with. h\X, PX) = 0, for each X e D. If the holom.or])hic distri-
bution D IS viUcqrahle then each leaf of D is totally geodesic in M as well as 
in .1.7. 
( i 
Proof. By formulae (5.2.5) and (5.3.1)(ft), 
FVxX = fh{X,X). (5.4.1) 
On the other hand making use of the hypothesis and the Theorem 5.3.1, 
we get 
h{X, PY) = 0, 
i.e., 
h{X,Y) = ^, (5.4.2) 
for each X,Y e D. In particular h{X,X) = 0. With this information, equa-
tion (5.4.1) yields, 
VxX 6 D. 
Now, as D is integrable we find that V x ^ € D i.e., D is autoparaUel. In 
other words, leaves of D are totally geodesic in M, whereas equation (5.4.2) 
shows that they are totally geodesic in M. Thus proposition is proved com-
pletely. 
Corollary 5.4.1. Let M be a totally umbilical semi-slant submanifold 
of a nearly Kaehler manifold M. If the holomorphic distribution D on M is 
integrable. Then M is totally geodesic in M. 
Infact, at this point, we are in a position to state the following: 
Theo rem 5.4.1. Let M be a totally umbilical semi-slant submanifold 
of a nearly Kaehler manifold M. If the holomorphic distribution D on M is 
integrable, then 
(a) Leaves of D are totally geodesic in M and in M both, 
(b) M is totally geodesic in M, 
(c) (Vt-P)K + iVvP)U = 0, for each U,V e TM. 
Proof. Statements (a) and (6) are already proved in the Proposition 
5.4.1 and the Corollary 5.4.1 respectively. For the statement (c), by formula 
(5.2.4) and (5.3.1)(a), we may write 
(Vt ;F)y + {VvP)U = AFUV + AFVU + 2th{U, V). 
The right hand side of the above equation is zero as by part [h) M is totally 
ftoodesic in M. This proves (c). 
T h e o r e m 5.4.2. Let M be a totally umbilical proper semi-slant sub-
manifold of a nearly Kaehler manifold M. If the mean curvature vector H lies 
in the invariant sub-bundle /x of the normal bundle T-^M, then M is totally 
geodesic in M. 
Proof. By equation (5.4.1), 
FVxX = WXffH, 
for each X e D. As / / is assumed to be in jj,, fH e /i. On the other hand 
FU e FDQ for any U G TM. In view of these observations, the above equa-
tion implies that 
VxXeD and H e FDQ. 
The last observation together with the assumption shows that H = 0, and 
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